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Executive Summary
This document is the result of the preliminary evaluation of different existing and possible
emerging business models and best practices for flexible and sustainable manufacturing. The
evaluation contributes to the analysis of current European networks (a collection of interrelated
value chain partners such as raw material providers, manufacturers, logistics providers, clients,
etc.), identifying current and possibly emerging practices of delocalization, opportunities for
and barriers against flexibility/delocalization as well as practices for joint resource
management and industrial symbiosis. The evaluation covers an assessment of major trends in
the process and manufacturing industries that (may) impact different forms of business model
innovation. Where possible at this stage, success factors that ensure or hinder successful
deployment of such forms as well as flexibility parameters to optimize flows in the value chain
are explained.
The document has been edited in a pragmatic and iterative approach by describing macro trends
and presenting business model archetypes for further analysis. The preliminary evaluation
gives an overview of how new business models are being driven by innovation of technology
and business processes. Five macro trends in the process and manufacturing industries have
been identified that drive (potential) disruption and significant transformation of business
models: Digitalisation, (fast) Customisation, (resources) Optimisation, Servitisation and
Modularisation. These trends are often interacting and reinforcing each other in reshaping the
process and manufacturing sector and its business models. Based on literature search, validated
with case studies and field interviews we categorise business processes with similarities
according to an updated classification into four major business model archetypes i.e.
Decentralised or modular production, Customized (mass) production, Servitisation and
Reuse / Sustainability. Each of these are described, impact on the value chain outlined, the
key assets and (enabling) technologies indicated and conclusions drawn about how this
archetype affects current business models, as such setting the basis for a shortlist of major
supply chain issues that will be drawn-up in D1.3. and provide the input for more in-depth
analyses of the potentially emerging business model innovations and their possible successful
deployment and optimisation of flows in the value chain.
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Introduction
This report contains the findings from a study on innovative business models that PNO, TNO,
ITIA and ZLC have conducted on behalf of the European Commission for WP1 of the GA
Nr.723748 - INSPIRE under H2020-IND-CE-2016-17/H2020-SPIRE-2016.
This report is considered as a preliminary evaluation to understand the current landscape of
European manufacturing/distribution of high value-added goods. It covers aspects of business
models that will help to assess the value of technology (WP2). The evaluation is made in order
to “develop and validate novel business models” enabling flexible local production (WP3) and
to prepare a “Scenario-planning & deployment” for future business solutions and models
(WP4).
This report describes a selection of innovative and promising trends that have a potential
economic impact and also have positive environmental effects in view of the challenges. In
order to get insights in the practical transformation mechanisms of business cases emerging for
delivering a value proposition, this preliminary evaluation links the theoretical concept of
business model innovation performed by a desktop study with a practical approach based on
25 interviews with a selection of high level stakeholders.
On the following pages, the reader is introduced to relevant trends in the process industry that
may impact business model innovation (chapter 2) and a description of four higher level
archetypes of Business Models that emerge from these trends (chapter 3). Based on these
descriptions, each archetype is presented more in detail (chapter 4) making use of a logical
sequence of different subsections in order to allow the reader to compare the presented
information, and get insight in the impacts of these potential business model innovations on
the value chain, delocalisation and different types of flexibility (resource/feedstock, product,
capacity, innovation, location). Where appropriate the description will include a side jump to
specific business cases that have been studied and illustrate specific potential impacts of
business model innovation archetypes that could emerge in the process and manufacturing
industries.
In order to keep the scope the research manageable the INSPIRE consortium has chosen a
pragmatic and iterative approach by (1) first describing business model innovation trends with
potential impact on value chains, flexibility and delocalisation and (2) then presenting business
model archetypes for further analysis. The consortium has conducted a preliminary assessment
on the trends in order to obtain first indications of how these business model archetypes impact
on delocalisation and flexibility. As these trends are highly dependent from how technologies
develop further, also the outcome of WP 2 will have to be included in order to develop and
INSPIRE / D1.2
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validate novel business models in WP3. Therefore, some tasks as described in WP1 i.e. the
analysis of the impact on delocalization, factors that favour or bottlenecks to reach
flexibilisation and delocalisation, will be assessed in the next phase for specific identified
business models.
This report aims to draw conclusions on where current value chains and business models may
change in the upcoming period as a result of the identified trends and possible emerging
business model archetypes; in the supply side, the value proposition or the demand side of
business models, or in a combination of those. This leads to conclusions and input for next
phases in the INSPIRE project, on which elements need further investigation in the upcoming
WPs to better define new business models and their possible path towards deployment and their
potential to counter the delocalisation process of European industries.
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Framework
WP 1 of the INSPIRE projects takes a meta-level approach to identify main trends in the
process and manufacturing industries, which have an impact on business models that determine
flexibility and delocalisation. Based on literature search and the analyses of 40 selected cases,
including interviews with key stakeholders from industry and academia in the process and
manufacturing industry, the INSPIRE partners defined:
1. 5 key trends that potentially influence flexibility and delocalisation in the process and
manufacturing industries
2. Based on this, 4 business model archetypes that represent a higher-level view of
similar clustered business cases
3. Elements of the business models that are likely to be impacted most by the identified
key trends, be they on the supply side, the value proposition or combination of those
4. Elements that require further analyses to better determine if and how these business
model innovations can be deployed, as input for WP3 and 4 of the project
The framework for describing how business models may change in the process and
manufacturing industries in the upcoming future, is based on the canvas model. More
specifically we use a theoretical framework for business models that was developed in the
Polfree study (1) which provides a comprehensive visualisation of processes of value creation
in manufacturing (and service) activities. The model can be seen as a compartmentalisation of
the Canvas business model in 1) supply side, 2) value proposition and 3) demand side. This
theoretical framework will be used in this study to present the conclusions for each business
model archetype.

1

TNO - Polfree, New business models that support resource efficiency
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Using the theoretical framework, archetypes are analysed and categorized based on the scope
of business model change (i.e. vertical axis in scheme: either simple internal change, or changes
involving many stakeholders) and the level of impact on either supply or demand side
(horizontal axis).
The distinctive elements of the conceptual model above are as follows:
1. Business model - change in the category value proposition (VP) consist of changes in
the value embedded in the product/service offered to the customers. Examples are
offering customers to purchase biodegradable, decomposable and reusable products
2. Business model - change in the category supply chain includes changes in key activities
and key resources and the structure and management of upstream relationships with
suppliers (key partners).
3. Business model - change in the category customer interface comprises changes in
structure and management of downstream relationships with customers (demand side).
Examples are leasing products to customers or services as add-ons to their existing
products or providing product service systems.
Based on these predicted changes, elements to be further analysed in depth in WP2, 3 and 4
will be defined.
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In the following chapters, for each defined business model archetype subchapters will describe
features, opportunities and barriers, presenting the findings of the desktop studies and the
interviews. The numbering of the interviews refers to the case studies as defined in D1.1 of this
project.
Each chapter hence follows the same structure, which is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

The description of the archetype provides background based on interviews and the
literature study;
The impact on the Value Chain explains how the value chain is influenced by the
business model of the archetype, if possible new partners are introduced in the value
chain and how partners are interlinked;
The key assets in value creation mainly cover technology involved;
The current adoption rate entails the maturity of the archetype; it tackles preliminary
success factors that ensure or hinder a successful deployment of the archetype and,
where possible, introduces delocalisation aspects;
A conclusion with recommendations resumes and suggests study topics towards WP
2 (technology), WP3 (business case baseline) and WP4 (deployment of the business
model).

INSPIRE / D1.2
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Trends in industrial processing
Europe is widely anchored in the global market. By making use of modern technology the place
of production has become more flexible than ever before. The EU industry is confronted with
(1) delocalisation and competition from (often low cost) non-EU country producers and (2) the
environmental and climate changes with in consequence the related cost and availability of raw
materials and energy. In view of these challenges, Business Models are used to analyse and
compare industries on performance, management systems or innovation (Osterwalder and
Pigneur, 2005). Business models are concerned with how companies define “their competitive
strategy through the design of the product or service” they offer to its market. This includes
the cost structure, how it differentiates itself from other companies by the value proposition,
and “how the firm integrates its own value chain with those of other entities in a value network”
(Rasmussen, 2007).
New and emerging technologies as well as business strategies may change these business
models, and may be used to increase the performance and competition of the industry, as well
as meet the two challenges mentioned above. Mapping the evolution of important technological
and non-technological trends allows developing tools and strategies and can help guide
companies that might be ready to adopt the latest set of advances. From a EU point of view,
this may provide insights in how favourable conditions could be created to stimulate beneficial
business model innovations which counter delocalisation and favour resource efficiency as well
as competitiveness of European industry. The INSPIRE study hence aims to identify these key
trends that impact flexibility (including location and feedstock flexibility), as a basis for
identifying potential paths towards increased competitiveness of European industry.
Today, changes are being driven by new business opportunities and technological innovations.
In this context, we identified five macro forces which are driving potential disruption and
significant transformations in the process and discrete manufacturing business models:
Modularisation, Digitalisation, (fast) Customisation, Servitisation and (resources)
Optimisation.
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Figure 1: Five macro forces that impact business models in the production chain

Modularisation
As spotted in the recent publication by AT Kearney2 there is a global trend towards – what they
call – “remodularisation of the corporate genome”. It observes a trend towards capability
driven organisations that will be more transparent, agile and manageable. It predicts that there
will increasingly be a split between single-capability approaches and business propositions
built on recombining capabilities along the value chain from feedstock towards end-products
and recycling. This overall trend may have significant impact on reconfiguring full value chains
across borders, where each value chain function is carried out by organisations that performs
best, as such stimulating new business models and side-streams in the value chain e.g. to do
maintenance, deliver on-demand intermediate materials, products or process components
(flexible customisation), services instead of products (servitisation) including new businesses
and services to optimise resource use and reuse along the value chain (optimisation).

2

Rebuilding the corporate genome, Johan C. Aurik, Gillis J.Jonk, Robert E. Willen, 2002
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Digitalisation (of all)
Given today’s leading-edge capabilities and global ICT trends, it’s reasonable to envision —
and prepare for — a data-driven production value chain of the future where all resources
streams are digitalized (mapped) while internal and external activities, including planning fast
product customisation and optimising resource streams, are connected through information
platforms. Customers, designers, operators and probably even end-users will share information
on everything from initial concepts, to installation, to performance feedback, including the use
of resources, throughout the life cycle. Actors will rely on virtual portals. End-users will tailor
and order products and services on-demand while manufacturers will access or order materials
on demand which results in highly personalized products.
The digitalisation of all value chain partners by the Internet of Things (IoT), Robotics, 3D
printing or additive manufacturing are already driving much of the change in actual business
models. It is likely that these exponential technologies will continue to be adopted at increasing
speeds, with potential dramatic impacts on business models throughout the production value
chains, as already seen in other more immaterial sectors (like music, photography and film) but
also in travel, taxi and hotel businesses. (fast)Customisation
Partly enabled by the digitalisation trend, customers are increasingly asking for tailored
products and services that are delivered within increasingly shortened timeframes. Mass)
customisation is made possible due to the (digital) connection between the end-customer and
the manufacturer, and gearing the production system towards near-individualised
manufacturing of products (e.g. cars, shoes, clothes). Continued acceleration of the
customisation trend is likely to increasingly impact and penetrate through the full value chain,
by demanding increased coordination between upstream process industries and material
suppliers with downstream discrete manufacturers, e.g. requiring enhanced capabilities to
produce and deliver smaller batches to local production units of consumer goods.

Servitisation (of products)
Servitisation is the process whereby services are given an increasingly important role in the
business model of manufacturing companies with the replacement of products or materials
supply by service-based offerings. Supply turns from being a cost item into an opportunity to
provide better service for the customer and thereby generate additional revenue. Servitisation
is trending but nothing new; the combination of products and services is a key characteristic of
servitisation, as for instance in the automotive industry where car manufacturers include
insurance and support services to the cars they sell, or aeronautics where manufacturers (e.g.
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Rolls Royce) no longer “sell” airplane engines but secure and safe flying hours . Also in the
process industry servitisation starts emerging as a trend, e.g. by companies proactively offering
repair and overhaul services, spare parts and training in addition to their core products. But
servitisation also includes broader services such as consultancy, financing, insurance and
logistics services. Servitisation as a concept is currently receiving increasing interest in the
process industry.
The reduction in the share of manufacturing in the overall gross domestic products is urging
manufacturers to look for new value propositions. Servitisation can be seen as one of the
concepts for the process industry as an answer to this trend.

Optimisation (of resources)
Seeking to improve efficiency and minimise waste and emissions may often be the best
approach towards optimisation of resources, but in some cases may mean that opportunities for
complementary value creation are missed. This trend is distinct from the efficiency in other
trends, in that rather than seeking to reduce waste to a minimum, it seeks to create value from
what is currently considered as waste. This approach in fact replicates the nature where the
concept of waste does not really exist because “all ‘waste’ products become food stock for
another natural kingdom” (Boons and Lambert, 2002; Gibbs and Deutz, 2007). The circular
economy nowadays seems widely accepted as “the” way forward for all industries.
In this concept, sustainable use of resources requires collaboration between the availability and
demand sites of production units. Therefore, it entails the design of industrial sites and the fact
that industrial sites or parks that are well designed (with the appropriate infrastructures and
business support). Optimisation may be a crucial factor in attracting and keeping industries at
local level, and a potentially valuable factor in countering delocalizing of industries towards
third countries. Redirecting resources creates business opportunities and reduces the impact on
natural resources.

INSPIRE / D1.2
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Trends vs. Business Archetypes
As an organization or a society, it is a challenge to take advantage of the described five trends
(Modularisation, Digitalisation, (fast) Customisation, Servitisation and (resources)
Optimisation.) by developing and migrating towards new business models that leverage on one
or a combination of these trends. Based on literature search and our case studies we see business
cases emerging that benefit from these developments, and turn these trends into potential
business opportunities for industry that potentially counter delocalisation (increase location
flexibility) and favour resource efficiency (feedstock flexibility). In this context we see
digitalisation as an overall enabler or “amplifier” for the four other trends, each leading to new
and emerging business cases with similarities.
In order to address these similarities in business cases a categorisation of business models
according archetypes was introduced in D1.1 (Selection of promising business models).
Making a connection between trends and business models results in an updated classification
of four major archetypes:
1. Decentralised or modular production covers industries that decentralize their
manufacturing and split their production processes into various locations or regions.
2. (Mass) customisation combines the personalization and flexibility of custom-made
business manufacturing with the traditional principles of mass production;
3. Servitisation of the process industry considers deliver functionality, rather than
ownership;
4. Reuse and sustainability focusses on mechanism for a more sustainable and
competitive industry through improvements in resource and energy efficiency;
The classification in four archetypes allows describing features, opportunities and barriers of
the processes and to present the findings of the desktop studies and the conducted interviews.
There are limitations to the proposed categorisation. Firstly, the approach of using business
model archetypes is reflective, based on the work done in T1.1 assessing promising business
models gathered by specific business cases. Although it presents a potential to assist
innovation, the classification may need to be revised in course of the project to reflect the latest
state-of-practice or new insights. Secondly, the archetypes currently have a strong emphasis on
process industry and discrete manufacturing reflecting the state of practice to date. Although
an attempt was made to make the categorisation of the archetypes mutually exclusive, the
archetypes were exposed to the subjective nature of the categorisation process by the
consortium partners based on desktop studies and the conducted interviews. Further study in
WP2, WP3 and WP4 will help to overcome the lack of deep and quantitative information about
the business cases and archetypes.
INSPIRE / D1.2
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The in D1.1 proposed business models have been classified in the table of four archetypes as
follows.
Customisation
• 24 Leather fabric
functionalization
• 58 Personalized FMCG
• 19 PRINTCR3DIT
• 27 Flexible manufacture
customized shoes
• 30 Rapid/ Additive
Manufacturing
• 26 Steel2Machine
• 29 Implantable Drug Delivery
Device

Reuse / Sustainability
• 4 Al recycling via collaborative
supply chain (AGFA)
• 18 MOBILE FLIP
• 20 REEFEU
• 21 RESYNTEX
• 40 Smart Delta Resource (SDR)
platform
• 52 Polymer Building-Blocks
• 58 Steel2Chemicals
• 90 Veolia
• 94 Nestlé flexible modular
factory

Servitisation of the process
industry
• 86 Safechem
• 108 Chemical
leasing for metal
cleaning

Decentralised or moveable
production
• 53 Functional Molecule
Production
• 38 F3 Factory
• 41 CoPro
• 26 Steel2Machine
• 32 Electric Motors
• 54 Remote Chemical Production
• 95 Pfizer transportable plant
• 94 Nestlé flexible modular factory

One can see the initial classification of archetypes as provided in D1.1 of this project has been
subject of modification. In line with progressing insight of the business cases the consortium
partners decided to allocate the 3D printing under the archetype ‘Mass) customisation’
reasoning 3D printing can be seen more as a technology enabler rather than a business type as
such.
For each archetype, key assets in value creation and critical success factors that ensure or hinder
successful deployment are described. The in D1.1 assembled business cases represent either
existing or implemented industrial processes or ongoing research projects (where the business
model is only theoretically present). If a business case is still in its research stage it might be
there is no viable economic business case yet without further R&D (or market changes). This
will be addressed in the conclusions and recommendations for further research in the following
WPs.

INSPIRE / D1.2
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Archetypes
Decentralised or modular production
Companies decentralizing their manufacturing split the production processes into smaller
pieces which allow producing at different locations or regions. Decentralised or modular
production changes the organizational structure of companies given the fact a company can be
more effective if can focus on its core activity and doesn’t do everything (from design to final
product). The value chain is broken down over more decision-making units that may be
outsourced or procured at different locations.
For this section we studied the following industry cases by means of interviews and document
analysis. (Cases in bold represent research business models).
Interviews:
-

38 F3-factory
41 CoPro
53 Functional Molecule Production
54 Remote Chemical Production
95 Pfizer transportable plant
94 Nestlé flexible modular factory
nN Small Scale Ammonia Equipment
using traditional HaberBosch.

-

nN myH2O2: small scale hydrogen peroxide
plant at customer location
nN Small scale Pyrolysis Oil Plant
nN Petrochemical feedstock production from
plastic waste
nN Electrolysis for ammonia production
nN Remotely rework product X

Summary of scientific review: For the review of scientific literature we queried the Scopus
database for any articles containing the keywords "Business Model" in combination with any
of the following: "Small Scale Production"; "Decentralized Production"; "Modular
Production"; "Remote Monitoring" in either title, abstract or keywords. We are looking for
explicit documentation of business models that unlock the value of those concepts and
technologies. It appears that after first screening only 24 out of 115 articles were deemed
relevant, but only very little articles actually explicate business models. The role of that term
in those business models is either a mathematical representation of a techno-economic analysis
or an explicit call for business models (e.g. as a research agenda), which does not meet the
needs of this study. An initial conclusion is the literature does not provide concrete support
with providing explicitly described business models that allow to understand how to configure
future cases. In this subset in literature we identified clusters: 1) Degrowth, 2) multisided
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platform, 3) digital control loops and 4) decentralized green energy. Almost half of this set
reports about 'decentralized green energy' technology concepts which might be less relevant
for the process industry in view of this evaluation. The remainder is a more generic applicable
business model concept, from which we separated out the 'degrowth' concept, the multisided
platform business model and a cluster revolving around digital control loops.
1. Degrowth is a concept that identifies the drivers for the need to grow and
insustainability in specific industries (e.g. in automotive, this is the heavy steel chassis
that implies inefficiency and production equipment that requires economies of scale
before earning) and comes up with a concept that does not have these properties. One
of these concepts is the Micro Factory Retailing (MFR). This implies that production
is performed by small-scale factories that are also responsible for retailing and
servicing. This concept thus 'collapses' a large part of the supply chain, requires less
capital investment but relies more on human resources.
2. A multisided platform is a business model that basically serves as a brokering facility
for supply and demand. From perspective of supply it aggregates and provides access
to the market and from demand side supply can be sourced from various suppliers. The
consequence is that businesses on either side of the platform can be simpler, e.g. it can
be used to ‘connect’ decentral production to a local or global market.
3. The digital loops business model uses ICT and IoT to monitor and improve certain
operations, remotely. In summary: The development of smart units of manufacturing
processes covers 1) time saving 2) less errors in diagnosis and repair 3) performance 4)
performance visibility 5) prediction 6) minimization of interruptions 7) factual data 8)
reduced risk for M and C 9) cost reduction 10) customer learning 11) availability 12)
differentiation 13) historical db of installed base.
4. The integration of modular and decentralised energy production (and storage)
becomes more important: (1) At remote locations a smart use of available energy is
important while advanced energy infrastructures often are not available yet. (2) To
strengthen economic feasibility it becomes common practice to make use of demand
side response i.e. energy consumption making use of low (renewable) energy prices at
moments when a lot of electricity is available or making use of hybrid energy concepts
switching between gas and electricity. (3) Sustainability and a transition from fossil to
renewable sources are a driver for electricity based concepts, e.g. by using electrolysis
or power to heat. The recent but more substantial developments in decentral energy
production may provide substantial learning material for decentral business models in
the process industry as well.
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Description of the archetype
In a ‘decentralised or modular production system’ production units operate in a complementary
part of the value chain. The system is very successful where quick response is needed. Thanks
to new communication opportunities made possible because of digitalisation it becomes much
easier than before to break free individual pieces of a production line. This results in new
opportunities to recombine parts of a company focussing on core business and create far more
competitive entities.
With modular production, by cutting the production process into individual pieces, it allows to
eliminate or outsource not only the non-essential parts but in contraire to outsource specific
or complex parts of a conventional production process.
An enabler of modular production is remote control or remote system monitoring meaning
the monitoring of multiple (small scale) plants from a central location. Digital connectedness
of the whole production and supply chain allows for gathering substantial amounts of data and
(semi-) automated control of the production. This is essentially one of the promises of IoT:
Data analysis and (remote) control, in combination with software driven reconfiguration of
production drive agility. As such it connects the IoT, remote monitoring and reconfiguration.
Decentralised production is already more common in product development processes and in
times of ramping up production. The studied cases illustrate capacity flexibility as an
important driver of modular production. Modular production allows producing at a much
smaller scale than conventional plants – and in case expanded if required. Because of the scale
modular plants provide location flexibility – the modules can be installed elsewhere. One of
the studied cases (pyrolis oil plant) for example allows production in various qualities and
quantities of biomass at different locations. By following the marked demand, users become
more independent from a central ammonia production and in consequence from global price
volatility. The industry therewith clearly illustrates its added value for delocalisation An
interesting aspect is that the small scale ammonia plant avoids complex technical and
organisational safety measures due to its smaller size. The dimensions of the smaller plant
require thinner pipes etc., and based on the production size less licenses are required – both
adding substantially to its acceptability. Perhaps the small scale ammonia production
introduces a new sort of flexibility: independency. – and yet, their variations are explained also
by their inability to fully localise

Case study - Modular plant construction:
The chemical industry, including its commodities, is looking more and more to decentralised
production with small scale plants that flexibly can be scaled up when market demand
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increases. These plants consist of modular building blocks that can be easily extended or
adapted. Sometimes plants even are built to fit in a container, which makes them easy
transportable. This is a new approach in contradiction with the ‘Economy of scale’ for
commodities which has been the leading concept in the European chemical industry for the last
decades.

Impact on the value chain
Decentralised or modular production obviously has impact on the company that shifts to
decentralised production itself. However impact often reaches further than the production
company; it often also impacts suppliers, service providers and customers. It also impacts
financing: one can see modular production will spread investments across a wider part of the
value chain.
For this section we studied the following chemical process industry cases by means of
interviews and document analysis.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Small Scale Ammonia Equipment using traditional HaberBosch.
myH2O2: small scale hydrogen peroxide plant at customer location
Small scale Pyrolysis Oil Plant
Petrochemical feedstock production from plastic waste
Electrolysis for ammonia production
Remotely rework product X
F3-factory

Remarkably, all cases concern commodity products, though some with higher value than
others. Apparently decentralized, small scale modular production is not only of interest to
specialties and fine chemicals. The character of the six cases is different:
• The first three are concrete small scale equipments. The first two concern plants aimed
to produce chemicals on customer location. The pyrolysis plant needs to be small case,
because it needs to be located near a biomass feedstock source. In all these cases
reduction of transport costs is a major driver behind the choice for local production.
• The last four cases all use modular technology that can be scaled up easily. The drivers
behind it are however different:
o Petrochemical feedstock production from plastic waste uses technology that is
modular by nature. The capacity of one module (12,5 ktpa) is much smaller than
the envisaged scale of future plants (300 ktpa). This larger scale makes optimal
energy integration possible. Flexibility of the plant with respect to feedstock
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and product is far more important than capacity flexibility in this case. When
the technology is used to produce hydrocarbon from biomass, the small scale
nature of the modules will become more relevant, because processing will
probably be closer to the biomass source.
o The fifth case hinges on a transition from gas towards electricity for large scale
ammonia production (energy flexibility). Obviously this is not small scale, but
serves, on top of illustrating need for energy flexibility, as a great comparison
for the first case: not in all cases, even when it concerns the same product
(ammonia), small scale production is relevant.
o The latter case redesigns the internal company production process to include a
scalable, more remote postprocessing to serve a distant market. In this case
delocalized small scale production seems not economically viable; the price per
kg of product will get too high. Reworking the product might be an alternative
that is economically viable. The reworking is necessary because the product has
a limited shelf life. When produced centrally, the supply chain form distant
markets is too long and reworking can recover the quality of the product.
Below we therefore will focus mostly on the first three cases (and refer to the others where
useful).
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Decentralised production of ammonia
The impact of the industry cases on the value chain is no less than substantial. We illustrate
this graphically below:

Figure 2: Generic supply chain for central production

In the generic supply chain for central production, depicted above, feedstocks are aggregated
centrally, whereas energy is typically sourced from a network. The central production plant’s
economy of scale typically overthrows the costs incurred by transport. For comparison,
consider the graphics below:
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Figure 3: Decentral Ammonia Production

The containerised ammonia production plants allow for local production and direct use, e.g. on
farmland. It typically uses locally available cheap energy sources (e.g. solar or flare gas).
Transport (and eventual further reworking) of ammonia is discarded from the supply chain.
The business case is based on use of low energy prices and avoidance of transport cost and
provides less impact on price volatility of ammonia prices. On top it avoids safety measures
and regulatory compliancy (licenses). The impact on the business model and the supply chain
is that an ammonia supplier is replaced by equipment. By gradually shifting the technology
(Haber-Bosch) to electrolysis, ammonia also becomes energy storage – which opens up this
technology and small scale plants for new scenarios.
The example of the (simplified) case of the local production of ammonia at farmer’s site
obviously requires a local plant and supply chain, and also change of the farm processes (this
is the reconfiguration). The business models consequences are that a suitable solution needs to
be found for the financing and operating of the little plant on site.
By approaching this reconfiguration task from a servicing perspective a limited set of basic
alternatives appears:
• The farmer buys the equipment and operates (ownership centric)
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•
•

The equipment supplier owns and manages the equipment (e.g. availability or monthly
fee), but the farmer operates and runs the risk for other expenses (feedstock and quantity
of use)
A integrated service company (“iSCO”) integrates ownership, maintenance, operation
and feedstock risks for a pay-per-quantity (value-in-use perspective)

The study of the scalability of the model, i.e. to what extent can the model achieve substantial
uptake and impact for the European Industry, is central. Each of the alternatives performs
differently on that criterion. I.e. the iSCO model virtually centralizes learning and quantities of
scale and limits impact at the customer site.
Decentralised production of pyrolysis oil

Figure 4: Local Pyrolysis Oil

Production of pyrolysis oil is necessarily linked close to the heavy-to-transport biomass sources
– but also to industrial use of the steam by-product (thus requires industrial symbiosis). Then
again, for use of the oil – transport is necessary. Location is thus critical for this business model.
The business case is built on replacement of fossil oil by a renewable source, transport cost
savings, plus revenue gathered from waste steam energy. As a drop in for refineries, this
process ‘replaces’ that of crude oil drilling.
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Decentralised production of peroxide

Figure 5: MyH2O2 local peroxide production

Local production of peroxide basically follows the conventional procedure, but it is smartly cut
into a central and decentral part. Currently reworking of the required catalyst is done centrally,
but that logistics operation is small compared to transport of perioxide from a central source.
On top of that, the decentral operations are remotely monitored. The business case is mainly
built on transport savings, but from the central producer’s perspective this technology also
allows for gradual upscaling of the total aggregate production capacity.
The cases illustrate variations in central – decentral linkages. These are affected by availability
of feedstock, use of the outputs as well as state of the technology. All cases show a deeper
integration of equipment manufacturer and producer, typically enabled by platforms
In this cluster a number of concepts complement each other. Overall, there's the call for a
modular approach to supply chains to deal with various levels of change. Obviously these
changes will have to be coordinated, typically using (sensed) data (IoT) by means of remote
management.
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Key assets - technology involved
In most cases conventional technologies are used speaking about the production as such.
However in all the studied cases for decentralised production, process innovation and remote
monitoring are compulsory. The development of computational modelling methods and cyberphysical systems for complete real-time plant control allows to deploy the monitoring of quality
and environmental parameters and enable plants to implement new modularisation targets.
These technologic developments will be at the heart of new flexible, modular, miniaturised and
delocalised plant concepts.
A major constraint in the modularity of a production plant is the compatibility of the input and
output of the particular module (that has been cut) with the other parts of the production
process. Remote monitoring and control is a mandatory control loop for configuring the
required flexibility to integrate modular parts of a production process. (i.e. it is complementary
to the existing process). That means modular production requires a great deal of ICT and
standardised data based coordination among partners while remote control allows to shifts out
control operations to an external party.
In general, the modularity allows to test and to experiment with new and innovative
technologies. New standalone technologies that can be applied on small scale, and easily scaled
up, are typical candidates as technology enablers for modular production. New technologies
(like for example 3D printing of process equipment) in combination with local maintenance
support of (local) modularised processes can support potential future development that may
strengthen/amplify the trend towards local modularised production. It shows new players
appear in the value chain
Finally, not all technologies suit to be modularised and/or scaled down. Processes might
become suboptimal or there is too much loss of economy of scale. Sometimes conventional
technologies can be replaced by completely different technologies that are (capacity) flexible
by nature. For example electrolysis can be easily scaled up, and can replace conventional
production processes completely or partly. E.g. H2 production can be replaced by electrolysis.
This allows to introduce innovation and new technologies for specific parts of the value chain.

Current adoption rate
Several complex process and manufacturing production can be broken-down in a modular way
and it is possible to disconnect particular parts, optimize those modules and substitute them
with other innovative or more performing ones. By optimising parts of a process it is possible
to improve the performances of the entire system. Aspects of modularity are common in typical
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assembling industries like cars nowadays developed locally from different assemblers for
different brands.
The concept of modular and modular production requires harmonising production practices
between value chain partners. This allows to innovate on particular parts of the value chain and
in the production process creating new partnerships in the industry. This collaborative approach
(observed in the studied cases and literature of the subject in the chemistry industry) could be
a key element for similar collaboration in other industries.
In the process industry, small scale plants are hitting the market. At first glance the vision of
the modular and modular production is evolving from pilot plants and demo projects to become
an integral aspect of the next industrial revolution. It embraces the IoT where manufacturing
will be smart, more flexible and dynamic than today. Fast developments in cyber-physical
systems will allow devices to work together to monitor or control an industrial process while
providing real-time data collection and sharing to support optimisation and efficiency. The
current adoption rate is low but production becomes already more flexible. One can expect
future production modules will be designed in a way they can be easily rearranged and
reconfigured as needed to create new lines.

Conclusion
A ‘decentralised or modular production system’ allows quick response and scale flexibly where
production units operate in a complementary part of the value chain. Capacity, location and
feedstock flexibility can be seen in different studied cases. Thanks to new communication
opportunities made possible by digitalisation it becomes much easier than before to detach
individual parts of the value chain. Digitalisation can be seen in all cases as an enabler for new
communication between entities of a production process in which engineering goes together
with product and process development as well as the supply chain development. By integrating
digital platforms and tools (e.g. like 3D printing) as part of a modularised value chain, also
product and resource flexibility results in new opportunities to recombine parts or the full value
chain.
Scientific literature provides only little explicit information on business models for new
modular configurations. It is clear however that new and innovative technology always is
embedded in (fast developing) digital tools which enables in several studied cases new
configured and viable supply chains for modular or modular production (and business cases in
consequence).
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In the process industry, small scale plants are hitting the market, whereas for chemical
production various empirical models are already available and pilot units are tested and
validated. Recent but more substantial developments in decentral energy production (and
storage), presumably thriving on a higher maturity of the utility, may provide substantial
learning material for decentral business models in process industry.
Evaluating the overall impact on the business model based on the limited available literature
and the different cases investigated in this INSPIRE study, we notice a significant Degree of
Change (DoC) in the three parts of the Polfree canvas model, supply side, value proposition
and demand side. As stated in chapter four, the impact was been exposed to the subjective
nature of the assessment by the consortium partners based on desktop studies and the conducted
interviews. The predicted estimated changes are summarised in the following table below, and
visualised in the picture below.
Polfree

Canvas

Supply Side

Key
partners

Resources
Activities
Value proposition
Relations
Demand
side
Channels
Segments

DoC (0- Explanation
5)
4
New technology partners, reconfigured collaboration
between central planning and local control, local energy
and resource management/collaborations (e.g. renewable
energy and industrial symbiosis)
10
2
Local availability of resources (e.g. biomass) may be a
driver for modularisation/local production
4
Shift from material to equipment suppliers or delivery of
a service/function instead of a material
3
3
Increased elements of servitisation
4
Much stronger integration with local “client” or user
4
Less transport, more local delivery
10
2
Specific individual pieces of the production can be
applied in new value chains

Overall, we see a major impact on the value chain collaborations both on the supply and
demand side in the business model, and a potential shift of business model in the value
proposition, as visualised in the figure below.
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This analyses sets the base for further investigation of this business model archetype in the
upcoming WPs of the INSPIRE study. Eventually this will lead to the development of “new”
business model types under WP4 for the archetype “Modularisation” with special attention for
designing those Canvas elements that are expected to change significantly.
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Recommendations
Further work will have to be carried out to prepare a “base case scenario” for the deployment
of a business model to adopt modular production alongside existing facilities by investigating
characteristics of:
• the envisaged application context(s) and the possible applicants (and their current
business models)
• technologies for the process industry that allow to bridge with modular production in
the discrete manufacturing.
• the barriers and supply chain conditions for the adoption of modularity
• economic trade-offs between local and centralised production.
WP3 will focus on impacts of the changes in supply chain dynamics as a result of the
application of modular and modular production, taking into account the new roles of value
chain partners and the technology enablers for decentral production. Multiple scenarios to tests
the variable parameters in relation to the economic trad-offs, effectiveness and robustness of
the developed business model will be studied in WP4
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(Mass) customisation
An increasing number of manufacturing industries and brands are adopting the business
concept ‘(Mass) customisation‘- (MC) nowadays. The concept is utilized in the process
industry and discrete manufacturing taking into account the recognizing of expectations of
targeted customers of the business. MC first was production driven; then became connected
with the internet and today has been evaluated towards connecting customized mass production
along the value chain including online communities from resources up to final products.
For this section we studied the following industry cases by means of interviews and document
analysis. (Cases in bold represent research business models).
Interviews:
19 PRINTCR3DIT
24 Leather fabric functionalization
26 Steel2Machine
27 Flexible manufacture customized
shoes

29 Implantable Drug Delivery Device
30 Rapid/ Additive Manufacturing
58 Personalized FMCG
32 The automotive sector

Summary of scientific review: For the review of scientific literature we queried the Scopus
database for any articles containing the keywords "Business Model" in combination with any
of the following: "Small Scale Production"; "Decentralized Production"; "Modular
Production"; "Remote Monitoring" in either title, abstract or keywords. We are looking for
explicit documentation of business models that unlock the value of those concepts and
technologies.
Fogliatto et al. (2012) described the MC enablers in terms of methodologies, processes, order
elicitation, design-postponement, design-product platforms, manufacturing, supply chain
coordination, manufacturing technologies and information technologies. MC includes
redefining the internal processes of a company; “the processes with external partners,
suppliers, subcontractors, etc.; the processes with market/customers (sales and distribution);
and the implementation of ICT tools to appropriately support processes” (Spaulding and Perry
2013). Companies that manage to adopt a successful strategy in the customisation field get a
double benefit: they increase customers’ willingness to pay more and they manage to make the
same customers purchase more products of the same brand. These customers feel involved and
coddled, much more than a customer that buys standard products
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Product customisation at lower production volumes will, potentially, become the new norm as
for example the 3D printing technology offers great versatility, being able to produce an
enormous amount of different outputs (products) in an easy, cheap and quick way (Mohr &
Khan, 3D Printing and Its Disruptive Impacts on Supply Chains of the Future, 2015). Rather
than following the traditional production path (plan, source, make, deliver, and return), the
swift in the future supply chain model includes the customer, making that everything follows
its requirements: consumer order will initiate make, deliver and return processes (Gravier,
2016). This trend is likely to be continued with the further integration of 3D printing in the
value chain. The adaptation of the 3D printing technology has increased quickly in the last
30 years, starting with complicated machines, passing through the additive manufacturing to
rapidly becoming a new home appliance. Figure 2 presents the different adoption curves for
the 3D printing technology.

Figure 6: 3D Printing Market segment adoption curves (Barnatt, 2016)

Description of the archetype
With (mass) customization, customers become part of the design process that enables them to
get a product that meets their individual preferences. Customer interaction is in an operational
scalable form and must be easy to perform and to be controlled by the company. With MC
products are not invented but configured to specific needs. Value chain partners need to
coordinate their processes (e.g. by equipment or catalyst manufactures), production (e.g. of
base materials by the process industry) and assembly (e.g. of products by the discrete
manufacturing industry) to enable flexible adaptation of the overall value chain towards
producing ever more customised products for the final customer. By way of example, the
archetype can be described focussing on the footwear industry.
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Case study - Fashion and high-end industries
The fashion and high-end industries are two of the top creative sectors in the European context:
the fashion value chain directly employs 5 million people and the high-end industries employs
over 1 million people. They have a direct link to culture, creativity, innovation and European
values in general. The value chains of these industries are worldwide and their complexity
embraces all the industrial phases, from the design to the retail of high-end and fashion goods.
The adoption of innovative technologies for the customized manufacturing of high value
consumer goods is a challenge that, starting from sectors like fashion and footwear, extends its
potentiality from wellness and health products to high added value products of advanced
mechanics, sensors and microelectronics.
Several factors require rapid changes in purchasing decision (Eliason et al., 2012):
• Consumers are expecting more variety, and are increasingly willing to pay more for
customized products,
• Preferences and tastes are fragmenting due to diversity along several demographic
attributes (for example, ethnicity/race, age, income),
• Competitors are emerging with new business models that embrace product
customization,
• Advances in manufacturing technologies (such as flexible manufacturing, additive
manufacturing, and 3D printing) are enabling customisation at lower costs.

Figure 7: Customers position in different sectors
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One of the ongoing demographic trends implies that the worldwide middle class is growing
with impact on B2C. The customers are expressing more sophisticated needs and the level of
customization varies among industries, even concerning the different “customer involvement”
in the production process: among the others, the fashion industry is one of the most advanced
in terms of customization (Conroy et al., 2015).
Concerning the B2B market, there is a need to optimize processes while providing high quality
that can push towards process solution optimized for the needs of specific industrial
application. Therefore, specific challenges are linked to the need for:
• providing more production flexibility and reconfigurability
• increasing productivity, even for customized products
• integrating advanced technologies and exploiting the potential offered by Internet
• managing dynamic business networks to quickly satisfy the market demand
• having product configuration systems that mainly involve the consumer and define
objective criteria for personalization
• having product configuration systems and process that ensure an easy integration with
the productive process steps (Gandhi et al., 2014):
Product configuration and manufacturing process are changing because of the increased
importance of MC. According to Brettel et al. (2014), a survey stated that “over 90% of
Managers from the German manufacturing industry have high interests in resolving the
dilemma between scale and scope”.
The data collected on three top worldwide companies show the benefit they might get from the
reduction of batch sizes: considering 100% of total sales, on the one side, Zalando manages
50% of returns and 40% of discount prices. On the other side, Youtailor receive back about
10% and sell less than 20% of their products with a discount price; and Bivolino, famous for
made-to-measure service, do not have any return and the complaints rate is around 4%.1 In
2010 GFK Marketing Intelligence Review carried out a number of tests in order to understand
the value that customisation generates for customers in different product categories: the results
show that almost systematically, with customized products, the Willingness to Pay tends to
become grater in every industrial sector.

Normal Product
Customized
Product
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WTP Increse

+ 14%

+ 40%

+ 37%

+ 34%

+ 50%

Difference of Willingness To Pay between normal and customized products

Without a statistical meaning, we can re-elaborate data from “The Customisation 500” (a study
that compares 500 online configuration systems and customisation offerings) in order to have
an idea about in which sector we can find easily personalization options.

Figure 8: Number of organizations that provide customisation options among industrial sectors

Impact on the value chain
MC requires new supply chain configurations and integration modalities in order to find an
equilibrium between scale production and customized demand. Most of this research focuses
on technical aspects of supply chain development such as decoupling, postponement, and SC
scheduling (Spaulding and Perry 2013).
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Compared to the traditional production path (plan, source, make, deliver, and return), the shift
in the future supply chain (SC) model includes the customer, making that everything follows
its requirements: consumer order will initiate make, deliver and return processes. Differently
from other SC models, the starting event is the customer input to the process; considering and
fully analysing the customer request is needed to creating value to the final product.

Figure 9: Traditional Mass Production
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Figure 10: Shift from traditional mass production to MC

Customer needs are formalized thanks to new upcoming technologies. Related implications for
SC are decoupling point management, postponement, and SC scheduling. All this leads to a
change in the time paradigm as it can improve the time-to-market, increase responsiveness to
changes in demand and add a higher degree of agility in the supply chain.
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The scheme above highlights a continued acceleration of the customisation trend which is
increasingly impacting the full value chain, by demanding increased coordination between
different value chain functions (see also chapter 3 on “modularisation” of the value chain) i.e.
downstream discrete manufacturers with upstream process industries and material suppliers.
The key element for the mass customization supply chain is the customer input. The overall
flow of the supply chain is started thanks to the order from the customer based on her/his
experience with online shopping or physical shops. From the IT point of view the role of
product configurators is very important at this stage. There are different types of configurators
(both for aesthetical and functional product features) that can be used to acquire body
measurement (in case of fashion product), product features, special needs etc. The production
needs to be based on advanced technologies based on flexible and easily adaptable
manufacturing processes, where technologies are able to take as an input small lots or one-ofa-kind orders. For what concerns the management of components there are still different
models applied to the SC: in some cases the components are standards and the customization
is linked to the different assembling of the components, in other cases the customization is
necessary at component and at raw material level. In this case there should be a strict
collaboration among the different tiers and new technologies can support these processes.
Additive manufacturing is one of the technologies that can support the customization to be held
at customer, manufacturing and component production site according to the best point where
to handle customization process. In case of process industry, the need of flexibility is very high.
The demand for customized products leads to new market opportunities that companies are
following. RM (Rapid Manufacturing) is a tool that companies can exploit in order to produce
smaller batch sizes, through the creation of flexible and modular production processes. In the
last years, it emerged that companies want to focus on their core competencies; concerning this
need, they strive to outsource the other activities to collaborators in their network. All these
help companies to maintain a strong competitive advantage and to offer strong manufacturing
capabilities, which is a step forward offering superior products (Brettel et al., 2014). As such
modularization, an increased customization focus and digitalization of the supply chains, are
mutually reinforcing each other in the migration towards new business models for the process
and manufacturing value chains.

Case study - The automotive sector
This case study elaborates how MC is applied in the automotive sector as an example of
customized small scale batches in the process industry. Recent studies has shown that MC
“resort to offering ﬁnancial incentives to customers to compromise on their speciﬁcation”
(Brabazon Philip G. et al., 2010). Considering luxury cars, this is a key topic in the modern
industry: Ferrari, one of the most famous automotive Italian companies, has created a specific
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“car customisation program”3. We have to keep in mind that the importance of the level of
variety in determining “the relationship between ﬂexibility and performance is significant in
the automotive context, where the number of potential variants in a vehicle range can be a few
tens to as many as tens of millions” (Holweg and Pil 2004). For its part, Ferrari produces low
volumes and is forced to match the customer needs as much as they can.
On the other side, companies managing high volumes face different challenges. Producing and
delivering the speciﬁc product variant requested by the customer in an acceptable lead time
requires strategies that enable this item. The outsourcing of both design and production of a
vehicle’s parts is a major trend. A primary requirement for outsourcing is modularization of
both production and design activities so as to reduce complexity and define clear boundaries
and functions between modules (Pandremenos G. et al., 2009). Furthermore, modularization
may also lead to the customisation of the car: three key case of modular approaches were
developed on Fiat Tipo, Smart and Citroen C3. We will describe two different points of view
coming from the literature.
According to Pandremenos G. et al. (2009), two types of modularity leading to MC are
recognized in the automotive industry: assembly modules 4 and design modules5. They
highlighted the importance of defining a platform, which principle is based on standardized
components that offer a combination of high model variety with comparably low levels of
complexity.

Figure 11: The platform concept
3

http://auto.ferrari.com/it_IT/modelli-auto-sportive/personalizzazioni-auto/
The practice of shifting sub-assembly lines that manufacture modules next to the final vehicle assembly line to
separate supplier facilities at some distance from the plant
5
Modules that are optimized at the final assembly level by independent suppliers
4
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Furthermore, the production cost is also reduced through the modularity offered by the shared
platforms: a good analysis and platform configuration can lead a car manufacturer group to
“cover the complete market segments, based on internal uniformity” (Pandremenos G. et al.
(2009). For instance, the Volkswagen group, leader in the platform strategy, has created a
selling platform with a high and flexible degree of commonalities: numerically speaking, the
percentage was 65% in the case of the Golf, A3, Seat and Skoda platform (Pandremenos G. et
al., 2009).
Outsourcing is not about benefits only; the main risks connected with the modularity approach
are the following:
- additional development time and cost due to the required redesigning of the vehicle
- structure redundancies when vehicle modularity break-down happens
- loss of specific competencies on behalf of suppliers (Pandremenos G. et al., 2009)
- internal logistics and space constraints (Michalos G. et al., 2010)
Important tools that facilitate rapid response in production are:
1) a continuous effort on responsive supply chain and incremental improvements of
manufacturing process in order to make it as much flexible as possible; (Fogliatto et al. 2012;
Pine, 1993);
2) the process sequence and flexible logistics to postpone the point of differentiation (Forza et
al., 2008; Brabazon et al., 2010).
The automotive industry is one of the most advanced in the application of innovative
technologies also for MC. “BMW utilized a new robot cell, called ‘‘mobicell’’ which has the
ability to be moved from one plant to another and be put into production, in a new location,
within a short period of time, 2-3 days generally” (Michalos et al., 2010). Moreover, if the
automotive suppliers will be able to improve their integration capability, they are on the way
to easier improve their performances (Pandremenos et al., 2009).
Although there are a lot of successful examples and despite the evolving trends, a complete
modularity integration has not become standard yet within the automotive industry.

Key assets - technology involved
The shift towards MC is reinforced by new manufacturing technology trends. In the first cases
of implementation of MC the main focus was production re-organization; then in recent years
the focus was on connecting with the internet and today one important asset is the capability to
connect customized production along the value chain both up and downstream (web-services,
online communities,..) thanks to interacting advanced technologies to exploit the potential
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offered by Internet. Then, flexible manufacturing, advanced robotics, additive manufacturing,
and 3D printing - having product configuration systems and process that ensure an easy
integration with the productive process steps – are key assets. Finally, we have to consider the
potential of collaborative networks, to balance and combine resources as a way to expand the
range of market opportunities.
One of the trends, the 3D Printing, is a relatively new technology from the final customer point
of view, but that has been around for a while. 3D printing has evolved into production of
different things, involving different industries (automotive, aviation, jewellery, manufacturing,
medical) and driving into finally the “do-it-yourself” industry, which focused on product
customisation by final customer.
The impact of 3D printing on traditional manufacturing systems can be compared with the MC
business model - where a product can be customized but still includes standard parts. MC relies
on having “different combinations of pre-assembled modular parts or delayed differentiation
strategies” (Petrovic, Gonzalez, Ferrando, Gordillo, Puchades, & Griñan, 2011). Since the
different parts typically come from multiple suppliers, MC requires a “high degree of supply
chain integration to ensure that the right parts are available in the right quantities at the right
times” (Berman, Should your firm adopt a mass customization strategy?, 2002). On the other
hand, 3D Printing manufacturing use “software and additive manufacturing-based technologies
to print objects through fusing a variety of materials with a laser” (Thilmany, 2009), (Sedacca,
2011), The complexity of the supply chain is reduced to a minimum. This is summarised in the
table down here.

Figure 12: A comparison of MC and 3D printing (Berman, 3-D printing: The new industrial revolution, 2012)
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According to the research provided by Gao et al., 3D printing can help to “reduce complexity
in the supply chain, from the consolidation of components into a single product: by replacing
previously assembled parts with a single component, the manufacturing process can be
simplified significantly” (Gao, y otros, 2015). This could lead to a large potential in the supply
chain, by increasing the savings on time and money by having this reduced complexity, and
making “the flow of material more transparent and easier to control” (Janssen, Blankers,
Moolenburgh, & Posthumus, 2014)
By including the 3D printing technology in the supply chain, it becomes possible to change the
way the products move today; by switching from physical goods to electronic files ready to
print (Nyman & Sarlin, 2014) and therefore, playing a key role “in direct manufacturing of
products or product components” (General Electric, 2015). 3D printing can be seen as an
enabler for more flexible and with more sustainable manufacturing processes by shifting the
traditional business models to collaboration and sustainable growth to all the parties involved.

Figure 13: Traditional Supply Chain vs Digital Supply Chain (including 3D Printing) ( (Lee, 2013))

Case study - Impact from the perspective of the application of the 3D
printed Catalytic Reactors (CRs): 3D printing
3D Printing can be seen as an ICT tool with a fast increasing implementation field. The
traditional manufacturing processes has involved the “subtractive” model, where the material
is removed (machined, cut, dissolved, scraped, etc.) from its original form, shaping it into the
desired final product (or part) (Brown, 2012). The 3D printing turns the tables for the
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manufacturing process as it uses an “additive” process, which consist of “depositing or adding
layers of material until the desired product is realized” (Kietzmann, Pitt, & Berthon, 2015),
(Berman, 3-D printing: The new industrial revolution, 2012). This means that the creation and
production of unique products is economically viable.
Tailored production of CRs allow to design towards the specific constraints of heat and/or mass
transfer. New and complex shapes can be integrated in the applications (e.g. new shapes like
cylinders, tablets etc.…). The catalytic reactor allows to change the production (or treatment)
of chemical processes from batch to continuous production. The driving force for its
implementation is that it can be used for extensive improvement in reactions and separations
(limited by mass, momentum or energy transfer) in current unitary processes allowing
customized mass production.
The energy efficiency and performance of processes run by a chemical company is given by
its design. Over the last century, the geometries of the reactors have been changed from
ingenious and generally complex configurations to small size or even microreactors, aiming to
improve mass, energy and momentum transfer. As the complexity of the reactor increases, the
limits of manufacturing methods might make the project not viable. These problems will be
phased out with the advent of 3D printing on a large scale. 3D printing offers the possibility of
achieving a tailor-made design of a CR for a given and specific purpose, opening the doors for
a completely new era in reaction and separation engineering.
3D printing can also provide solutions for sensitive processes involving costly chemicals. The
new generation of custom-made types of reactors can have a significant impact in terms of
energy efficient production of fine chemicals and pharmaceutical products that are currently
produced using relatively large batch reactors. Using 3D printing, process intensification can
be taken to the next level. The 3D CR printing allows to produce tailored reactors which allow
to change from batch-wise production towards a more efficient continue production process.
The concept of 3D CR printing from the perspective of the production of 3D printing CRs can
change the manufacturing of reactors and other units in chemical plants. Most standard
components will continue to be mass-produced because, with the actual technology, it would
become too expensive to produce in large quantities 3D printing.
Value Chain
3D printing for catalytic reactors relates to and impacts 3 interconnected value chains:
1. 3D printing of Chemical Reactors: typically, chemical industry invest in their
production equipment and plants for longer periods of time. Larger reactors for cost
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driven mass-production of chemicals have long pay-back periods and need to produce
on international specs, with limited flexibility. Smaller scale reactors for production of
value-added (less cost dependent) fine-chemicals need to produce on more fluctuating
specs, targeting continuously changing (and increasingly dynamic) customer
requirements. Smaller scale reactors for fine-chemicals have shorter ROIs and can/need
to be replaced more often, depending on customer demand. On the shorter-term 3D
printing is expected to impact more on smaller scale reactors, to increase flexibility in
customer driven value chains.
2. 3D printing of catalysts: while catalytic production can be optimised by redesigning the
reactor themselves, it can also be optimised by redesigning the catalyst itself, which can
then be placed within an existing reactor. 3D printing also creates new levels of freedom
in the design and production of the catalysts themselves, which on the shorter term can
offer an intermediate solution for more customer driven production, while keeping the
same process equipment (reactors). Catalysts themselves have a faster turnover, and by
3D printing them can lead to faster turnover in tuning the chemical process to more
dynamic value chains.
3. The Chemical to intermediate and end-product value chains: as the trend to increase
customer driven production continues, capabilities to flexibly adapt the production
process to faster changing needs, may play an ever important role in keeping the
chemical industry competitive. This may result in new collaborations between the
suppliers if process equipment and possible geographically distributed 3D print shops
of process equipment, components (including catalysts), close to the manufacturing
plant such that process equipment can be quickly adapted to fast changing needs, or for
maintenance e.g. 3D printing of replacing parts/components.
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The use of CR technology is essential for the economic viability of the chemical manufacturing
industry. Especially the combination of advantages from both catalysis and chemical reaction
technology for optimisation and intensification of processes (e.g. choice of CR mass and heat
transfer effects) makes an inherent 3D print design of the CR interesting for new end-users?.
New markets with specific applications (like the car industry) can be envisaged.

Figure 14: Current manufacture practice (top) and new paradigm for fabricating optimized reactors using 3D
printing (bottom)
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In terms of development, using 3D printing will certainly involve complex optimisation of the
design. This is a very important change in the design procedures because it might also require
some changes to educational programs to get engineers with the right skills. Additional
advantage is that the prototype, pilot and final reactor can eventually be printed using the same
file. This new concept will make companies perform their daily and long term R&D in a
different pathway as nowadays, enhancing the need of well-trained engineers, but also of
creative minds.
Partners in the value chain only get a new task/role but the value chain in principle remains the
same. Actual end-users of CRs however launched initiatives to produce their own product. (e.g.
DSM). 3D Printing of reactors and catalysts may lead to existing suppliers adopting the 3D
printing technique to produce their equipment (parts) or may lead to the introduction of new
players in the supply chain e.g. specific 3D printing shops that work as geographically
distributed service centres that print process equipment, parts or catalysts on demand, based on
digital design files from the original equipment manufacturer or from the process industry
itself.
Business Model - Leasing concept: The current model relies on specialisation; BASF for
example is end-user of CRs and is not going to produce its own CRs. The performances of the
CR are responsibility of the producer. In its own interest the producer will provide a high
tailored product with a high efficient performance. The producer remains responsible for the
quality and therefore has interest in providing the right design. As customer driven production
of fine-chemicals leads to faster turnover and quicker adaptation of the reactors themselves,
reactor parts or of the catalysts, one could imagine a different complementary value chain
configuration with networks of geographically distributed 3D print ships for process equipment
or catalysts, which work on a service model, making local 3D printing capacity available for
fast production and short term-to-market of tailored process equipment, components or
catalysts, either for better customer oriented production or maintenance.

Current adoption rate
MC in the beginning was considered pure as a production technology and very much businessto-business market orientated. With the upcoming internet wave, flexible manufacturing
technologies could be connected efficiently with customers. A well-known example is Nike
with the first large scale internet based MC business approach. The model has been copied in
other industries and today MC is integrated in a lot of companies that now not only allow to
customize according the companies’ specifications but in addition allow to create (micro) niche
markets and serve them efficiently. According this trend, companies in the process industry
who want to follow the trend of MC will face reconfigurations in the value chain. As the value
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chain originally was focused on volume production, the supply of variable product mixes can
present a number of problems.
The impact on the delocalization will be high, as the traditional supply chains will move to a
new, customized, in-situ production system. “This is primarily the case for product modules
with a high need for customizability and a high degree of complexity, but comparatively low
production volumes” (Mohr & Khan, 3D Printing and Its Disruptive Impacts on Supply Chains
of the Future, 2015). Relocating today’s manufacturing systems brings dramatical changes in
business models, as it will reduce the length of supply chains, thus altering the “global
economic order and potentially degrading the importance of the Asian export manufacturing
platforms” (Garrett, 2014). This will also introduce a change in the time paradigm as it can
improve the time-to-market, increase responsiveness to changes in demand and add a higher
degree of agility in the supply chain.
The concept of MC has been applied to industry in the recent 15 years and several examples
are known showing the full implementation of this concept at business level. Different sectors
in developed countries could benefit from it as a way to gain a competitive advantage in a
market where the competition on costs is not possible anymore but it should be based on high
added value products. And customized products are the example “par excellence”. The
adoption of MC was possible thanks to the usage of technologies enabling the optimisation of
a design, configuration and production process which needs to be flexible and adaptable. Today
MC is part of the strategy in many companies. In the process industry however, adoption is still
very low and very much still in the R&D phase (e.g. 3D printing of process components), partly
due to the longer turnover times and investments in installed base of the process industries.
More in general however, we note an increasing attention within the process industry towards
customization, including for example delivering more services instead of materials
(servitisation). As the trend towards faster customization in the discrete manufacturing industry
(first tier), is expected to continue, and the process industry (second and third tier) needs to
play its role in the flexible value chain, we may expect an increase in take-up by the process
industry as well in the upcoming decennia.

Conclusion
The evolving technologies are making it easier to create customized products for different
niches of consumers and it allows the diffusion of MC in different industries and sectors.
Basically MC is a process that allows a better understanding and responds to different
customers’ needs. Knowing exactly what the customer wants is the starting point; then,
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companies have to adapt their own manufacturing process; but mostly, they have to put
maximum effort in defining and developing the organizational capabilities and knowledge.
This is a tough point for companies that want to face the evolving economy at their best.
Moreover it is important to study new models to manage the relationship with suppliers not
only in the first tier but also second and third tier in order to close the loop between process
industry and discrete manufacturing. MC is a field where the revision of SC is very much
important in order to assure the necessary flexibility both in terms of products, of processes,
and of capacity.
Evaluating the overall impact on the business model based on the literature and the different
cases investigated in both the discrete manufacturing and process industries in this INSPIRE
study, we notice a significant Degree of Change (DoC) in especially the demand side part of
the Polfree canvas model. The predicted estimated changes, exposed to the subjective nature
of the assessment by the consortium partners, are summarised in the following table below,
and visualised in the picture below.
Polfree
Supply Side

Canvas
Key partners

Resources

Activities

Value proposition

Demand side Relations

Channels

Segments

INSPIRE / D1.2

DoC (0-5) Explanation
1
New technology partners (e.g. 3D printing), stronger
coordination between current (the same) supply chain
partners
2
Assembly of customised materials and components
4 from different sources, supply chain management
platforms
1
Partly different ways of processing of materials and
products towards customer requirements, coordination
of supply chain parts
4
Tailored materials, components and end products with
inherent higher value for the customer (vs. standard
4
products). Possibility for servitisation in the upstream
value chain
4
Much stronger direct customer relations i.e. “turn
around” of the value chain towards customer drive,
‘collapsing” of the value chain by avoiding
intermediaries (e.g. retailers). Stronger customisation
11 push towards the process industry
4
For consumer products, large shift towards on-line
channels. Incumbent platform strategies as orderchannels for the process industry
3
Direct relationships attach customers to a brand.
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Overall, at the moment we see a major impact on the value chain collaborations on the demand
side in the business model, especially for the discrete manufacturing industry. This situation is
visualised in the figure below.

However, the INSPIRE consortium wishes to take account of the potential stronger
development of customisation on the upstream parts of the value chain e.g. by the introduction
of 3D printing of process equipment or catalysts, or a complete breakthrough of value chain
platform concepts in which all resource streams, process and manufacturing functions are
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digitally mapped, (re) configured, operated, controlled and optimised, towards dramatically
higher degrees of flexibility currently not yet possible.
The INSPIRE project is built on the concept of cross-fertilisation between the discrete
manufacturing and process industries. This analyses hence sets the base for further
investigation of this business model archetype in the upcoming WPs of the INSPIRE study in
which the possible influence of the downstream customisation on the upstream process industry
will be further investigated. Eventually this will lead to a better understanding on the impact
on delocalisation and the development of “new” business model types under WP4 for the
archetype “Customisation” with special attention for designing those Canvas elements that are
expected to change significantly.

Recommendations
Every single phase in MC has its own business model and strategy that must be applied to
develop business model innovation. A clear picture of the requirements for organizational
settings and capabilities is subject of further investigation in WP3 and WP4. It will address
how innovation projects can be organized, which kinds of projects are suited for customer
integration and how internal development processes have to be adjusted (WP3) in order to
allow adoption, implementation and diffusion of a suitable business model (WP4) which
includes an optimal customer integration. Sharing knowledge of companies with customers is
a challenge of MC where might be more research needed. The information is crucial in order
to identify the relevant factors (not limited to this one) that have impact in WP3 on the
successful definition of a proposed business base case,
Another area that is important to today for MC is sustainability and offer some tools to decrease
the waste in an industrial system. For example, it is important to manage overstocks, unsold
products, but there can be a trade-off with use of resources (raw material, components,) if
suppliers are not ready for implementing strategies of flexibility. “There is much research
needed to really calculate the pros and cons of mass customization for sustainability”.
(http://mass-customization.blogs.com/mass_customization_open_i/faq.html) The other field is
the connection of mass customization and co-creation or user innovation
(http://frankpiller.com/faq/). Considering the industrial trends described above, a field that
deserve particular attention is the supply chain coordination taking into account the
collaboration between providers and partners and market structure that justifies the
customisation of products?
Further investigation for MC business model to be held in WP2, 3 and 4 can be linked to the
fact that the trend of digitalization and 3D printing application, robot and automation is
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changing the SC structure for MC. We should investigate which actors are the most suitable
for an optimised use of these technologies, i.e. whether these technologies add new actors –
partners, suppliers, collaborators – or they allow the manufacturer to re-shore certain operations
to avoid long SC with a lot of third parties. Customer as well will have an important role in
production since he can actively manufacture pieces, components or final product thanks to
small scale machines to be used at home or in delocalized Labs. Manufacturing as a service
with specialized companies on certain operations is also to be analysed. The link between MC
and sustainability is also an important issue to be handled where the role of process industry is
key in terms of environmental friendliness.
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Servitisation of the process industry
Servitisation of the process industry considers delivering functionality, rather than ownership.
The model is emerging as a means to enable collaborative consumption of both products and
services. Servitisation is based on providing services that satisfy customers’ needs without
having ‘ownership’ of a product. In consequence the archetype concerns a shift towards a
service model – that is, delivering functionality on a pay-per-use basis. For this section we
performed a desktop study and conducted a limited number of interviews with high level
stakeholders of relevant cases - at this stage all in the chemistry sector. (Cases in bold represent
research business models).
Interviews:
86 Safechem
108 Chemical leasing for metal cleaning

29 Implantable Drug Delivery Device
nNr. Tabachem

Summary of scientific review: For the review of scientific literature we queried the Scopus
database for any articles containing the keywords "Business Model" in combination with any
of the following: "PSS"; "servitisation"; "Custom supply"; "Service" in either title, abstract or
keywords. We are looking for explicit documentation of business models that unlock the value
of those concepts and technologies.
This archetype is based on the literature on Product Service Systems (PSS) and servitisation
(e.g. Goedkoop et al., 1999 ; Tukker, 2004) concerning how companies shift the business
model from “offering a manufactured product to a combination of products and services”.
Near the availability of the product, the service becomes fundamental in the value proposition.
According to Lockett et al. 2011, servitisation was borne as a result of the reduction in the share
of the manufacturing sector in the developed parts of the world, including Europe. Even if there
is not much prospect of manufacturing activities already outsourced to low-cost producing
countries across the globe coming back to Europe, the European countries could take more
control by moving to a servitisation system. In general, the value provided through services is
higher and lead to larger margins over longer periods of time. Being closer to the customer and
helping them throughout the life cycle of the product greatly enhances the experience of the
customers, as well as possibly boosting the related industries (spare parts, repair centres,
recycling locations, processing of collected materials, etc.). For example, rather than
procurement of “new products” from low-cost producing countries, “repair” of the failed
components can be performed in Europe. Servitisation is supposed to be “an excellent vehicle
to enhance competitiveness” (Tukker 2004). This would help maintain the high value added
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services within the European continent. More integration and coordination among value chain
partners will make the smaller sized companies also able to compete in the international arena.
As the customer experience is also improved, the servitisation will generate more business for
European firms as local consumption will probably increase.
A reduction in the share of manufacturing in the overall gross domestic products has led
companies to look for alternative ways to maintain competitive advantages. One particular
approach is the shift from offering the product alone to the so-called “product service systems”
(PSS). This move is possible by integrating the additional services throughout the lifecycle of
the product with the core product (Baines et al. 2009). One commonly used definition of a
servitisation is the “integrated system of products, services, and socio-economical stakeholder,
designed to fulfil a specific need” (Goedkoop et al., 1999). The “system” here refers to a
collection of products and services offered to the customers, as well as the group of actors who
work together to deliver these products/services. “Servitisation” is another term commonly
used, referring to the same concept. This approach practically forces the company to move
away from a transactional business model (only selling the product at a single point) to
establishing an ongoing relationship with the customer. The concept has become famous
because of the well-known “document management” by Xerox (instead of only selling printers)
using the pay-per-copy model or the “Power-by-the-Hour” service package by Rolls-Royce for
aircraft engines where the maintenance and repair, and overhaul services are charged per hour
of flight and Rolls-Royce owns the engines. (Goedkoop et al., 1999)

Description of the archetype
Servitisation is an innovation strategy integrating products and services. Instead of focusing on
the product, servitisation activity focuses on the establishment of a combined product and
service. Servitisation gives rise to new business opportunities with the opportunity to be more
robust throughout its life cycle. The customers’ needs are considered along the entire business
process. Servitisation means the service provider takes responsibility for the delivery of the
service including its timing, physical elements, agreements and related risks. Servitisation can
enhance competitive advantages:
• Increased revenues over the life cycle of the servitisation because of additional sources
of revenue and the “services” having higher margins
• Higher value to the customers through the better delivery of the product and service
leading to more satisfied consumers who demand more services
• Closer ongoing relationship with the customer (maintaining the customers over longer
periods of time)
• Sustainable competitive advantage as a result of the above two benefits (increase
revenues and better value) and the services being harder to imitate
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Servitisation requires that production plants are more flexible in order to accommodate the
requests of different customers, i.e. changing location and demand. Chemical providers for
example can choose to produce required chemicals near sites where they will be required
through a modular production system (see also chapter 3 and 4 on “modularisation”). This will
permit them to collaborate more closely with customers and increase communication, allowing
them to identify the most suitable solution and even alter their production throughout their
operation (service provision) to suit customer needs.
The process industry in general and the chemical industry in particular, is being shaped by
many global trends, the most significant being collaboration and sustainability hence, evolved
the concept of servitisation whereby products and services are combined to jointly fulfil
specific customer needs. Servitisation contributes to redefine the manufacturer’s strategy
towards more sustainability and can offer considerable savings in material (and energy)
consumption. Servitisation can be either result, use, or product oriented.

Through the better use of the product that will probably lead to less returns, waste, and repair,
the environmental impact is also likely to be reduced. When an “integrated” product-andservice provider manages the needs of the customer throughout the life cycle of the product via
coordinating activities across the value chain, the flexibility will also be improved. Sevitization
as such may also contribute to or be stimulated by the trend of modularizing the value chain
INSPIRE / D1.2
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into reconfigurable functions based supply chains, where different functions can be provided
by separate value chain partners, which secure adequate delivery of that function (e.g. cleaning,
maintenance, recycling of “waste”) through a servitized business model. Value chain and
innovation flexibility (through the coordination and integration of different parties), feedstock
flexibility (by being less dependent on new/virgin materials) and product/service flexibility (by
the ability to offer different product/service combinations) will be enhanced.

Chemical Leasing
Chemical leasing is an interesting example of result oriented servitisation whereby the supplier
and buyer collaborate in a form of payment paid per service unit. In the traditional model,
suppliers want to increase their sales, while the buyer wants to decrease the use of the chemical
product. Chemical suppliers’ income and profit traditionally depend on how much they sell.
Customers that use more chemicals buy more and hence generate more income. therefore,
inefficient use of chemicals by the customer generates more income to the supplier through
increased sales. On the other side, Chemical leasing (ChL) decouples the supplier’s income
from volume sold, as the customer pays for the results the chemical use generates, not the
volume of chemicals used. Under the new model, less amounts of solvent would be required
and hence producer has lower production costs for the chemicals required to perform the task.
Amounts of chemicals produced will decline as chemical volumes (from the producer’s
perspective) turn from a factor for earnings to a cost driver. Chemical use requires knowledge.
When using chemicals in processes that are not part of the core expertise of the user, there may
be considerable potential for efficiency improvements and/or reduction of negative health,
safety and environmental impacts. This model assumes the added value will result from the
efforts in implementation.

Figure 15: Shift from traditional chemical supply to a chemical leasing model (Source, URL)
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Chemical leasing strives for a win-win situation by increasing the efficient use of chemicals,
the reduction of emissions and waste and the provision of value to users by reducing
consumption of chemicals and optimizing processes. The production of the chemical requires
resources, such as water, energy and material. The transportation of the chemical from the
production site to the user requires energy. In most cases, the operation where the chemical is
used consumes electricity, heat and water. At all stages, waste is produced, which must be
treated by treatment operations that themselves require the same resources and additional
chemicals. Furthermore, the chemicals, or the emissions from volatile components, may be
hazardous to the environment or to human health and safety at all stages of the chemical’s
lifetime.
In general, the stage, which requires most resources, is the production process. For cleaning
chemicals, the resources used together with the chemical in the cleaning operation, may also
be significant when looking at the environmental impact. These resources are usually water
and energy for heating, mixing and pumping water. Likewise, emissions at the cleaning
operation stage are important. For cleaning operations which use water, wastewater treatment
is essential, and for cleaning operations with other solvents, emissions to air may have large
impacts.
Business Ecosystem Level
Trend and drivers: Legislation related to waste, environment consciousness,
Stakeholder involvement: close collaboration with customers
Business Level; Canvas Business Model
Key Partners
Key Activities
-

Value
Customer Relationships
Customer
proposition
Segments
Recycling centres Flexible Production of Product oriented More customer intimacy to Cleaning
chemicals
services tailored grow
trust,
long-term plants
Logistics
to
customer
relationships
developed
by within
Technology
Recycling
needs.
understanding
customer metal
providers
needs, and fulfilling needs sectors i.e.
industry
Knowledge exchange Take back of though specialized services aerospace,
associations
waste solvent
delivered.
automotive
chemical
Advisory
services
solvent training for the safe ,
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ChL
models Financial;
capital different
PCE and outcome. (e.g., using web
involve more than requirements
for grade
and advertisements,
e-mails,
2 parties)
facilities
monitoring
of websites, social media, video
Human; skilled plant acidity)
conferences).
operators that know
Target existing customers
customer needs.
who were purchasing the
Intellectual resources
chemicals,
and
new
Existing Network
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Target
organization
supporting sustainability (ie.
UNIDO) to embed ChL in
their programs.
Cost Structure
Revenue Streams
Retrieved value from solvent/ waste
collected back
Monthly payment for maintenance
Payment for services
Sustainability impact
Resource efficiency: Reducing water wasted in the cleaning process and energy consumption
Slowing resource loops: extending the life of metal machinery through re-stabilization of acidic solvent
Recycling: reducing volume of hazardous waste generated and emitted into the environment.

Impact on the value chain
Product Service Systems or servitisation business model requires a radical shift in the way
products and services are delivered to the customers, having considerable impact on the
financial/information/physical flow in supply chains. The value generated with this model to
different actors in the chain is also expected to dramatically change. Following is an extensive,
but not exhaustive, list of potential changes in value chains as a result from moving towards a
transaction based relationship (offering the product only) to an ongoing relationship (PSS
model):
• More coordination and integration between the actors in the value chain, where the
“services” might be provided by the partners in the chain and not the manufacturer
• Higher dependence between actors in the supply chain (could be risky)
• Transfer of risks between different parties (e.g., from the customer to the supplier as
the supplier takes on the responsibility of the proper “use” of the product)
• Increased information exchange and possible investment in the ICT capabilities
• Increased customer centricity
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Changes in financial flows: more sources of revenues for the servitisation provider,
revenue sharing agreements between different actors (e.g., the Finnish Energy Service
Companies (ESCO) offering comprehensive energy solutions gain their returns by
receiving a share of the energy costs saved by their customers. For more details, see
Ceschin 2013).
Reverse supply chain managed by the servitisation provider instead of the partners
Less number of returns because of better use of the product and the proper monitoring
Increased and more efficient recycling activities
Better control of demand and inventory as it is easier to predict consumer’s needs
Changes in the ownership of the product
Different contractual agreements (e.g., revenue sharing contracts, performance based
logistics (PBL) contracts linking the prices to the performance, risk-sharing
agreements)

The case study of the application of the servitisation for a UK manufacturer and two of its
suppliers (“system supplier” and “repair service supplier”) analysed in the paper by Lockett et
al. (2011) is quite instrumental to better understand the changes in the supply chain structure
along with potential opportunities and challenges arising from this business model. The
manufacturer produces complex-engineered products and implemented servitisation for some
of its product lines. In the servitisation model, the manufacturer offers a “package” of the
product and maintenance/monitoring/repair services throughout the product’s life cycle. In
doing so, the “System Supplier” has joined a risk-sharing partnership with the manufacturer,
while the “Repair Service Supplier” is a medium-sized company and joint venture between the
manufacturer and another firm.
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Figure 16: the supply chain structure (Lockett et al. 2011)

Figure 17: relationships using the traditional manufacturing and implementation of servitisation (1)
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Figure 18: relationships using the traditional manufacturing and implementation of servitisation (2)

The differences between the two above figures clearly show the impact of the servitisation
offering on the supply chains for system providers (e.g. for process equipment). The first
observation is that the customer’s main relationship is now with the “manufacturing and
maintenance centre”, which is most of the time perceived as a better service (i.e., single point
of contact, one throat-to-choke in case of problems). Previously independent repair centre is
now part of the manufactures, while a risk-sharing partnership is established with the system
supplier. For more details, readers are referred to the article (Table II in Lockett et al. 2011).
However, it is interesting to note that the servitisation business model may not be the best for
all parties involved. In this particular case, the repair facility has actually observed a reduction
in its business because the manufacturer seems to be more inclined to “replace” rather than
“repair” to increase its revenues. Despite its advantages, the lack of trust the suppliers had in
the manufacturer’s ability to correctly measure the life cycle costs and incorporate this in the
contracts with the suppliers is cited to be a potential problem against sustainable servitisation
implementation.

Current adoption rate
At first sight servitisation seems attractive particularly to large manufacturing companies: they
have the international networks and financial power necessary to switch to a service-based
business model. But it is also becoming increasingly attainable for smaller producers. Thanks
to developments in software and connectivity for machines, SMEs are increasingly able to
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develop a service proposition. Small manufacturing companies also have an important
advantage over their larger counterparts: they are much more agile, so they can implement
changes more rapidly. In addition, the biggest challenges in the transition to servitisation lie
not in large investments in technology but particularly in business culture and the flexibility
capabilities.
Although Product Service Systems are widely seen as the differentiating factor leading to
enhanced competitive advantage, its adoption is somewhat limited because of cultural,
regulatory, and corporate barriers (Ceschin 2013). Knowledge leakage allowing suppliers
develop new capabilities, loss of control, unexpected competition between supply chain
partners, and/or partnering with potential competitors are factors that generally slow down the
adoption of the servitisation business model. The model is more suited for companies selling
more sustainable (and long-life) products (Voss, 2005). Some challenges that might potentially
hinder the successful implementation and the diffusion of the servitisation business model are
as follows:
• Lack of “sense of control”, which is missing in “ownerless” solutions such as the
servitisation: Customers may reject this solution as they no longer “own” the product
• Provider’s lack of knowledge about and capability to measure the life cycle costs:
Customers may have difficulty understanding the economic advantages of ownerless
based solutions
• Rewards for environmental impact may not materialize or may not be obvious:
Insufficient incentives for different actors in supply chains to engage in Eco-efficient
Product Service Systems
• Innovation inertia from the established cultural, organizational, and regulatory rules.
• Difficulty in quantifying the economic savings and environmental benefits from the
servitisation
• Large investments and uncertainties in the cash flows in the future
A successful application of this archetype is likely through the startup of local sequences of
gradual experiments in partially protected (e.g. financial protection through subsidies,
institutional protection by favourable regulations/incentives) to warm up to the idea of moving
towards a servitisation business model. Although this does not guarantee successful
implementation of the servitisation business model, it is a common belief that adoption rate
would increase if companies do so. Diversifying these experiments to test the robustness of the
servitisation model under different circumstances (e.g. pilot projects with different partners in
different locations) can support network development, including internal (e.g. supply chain
partners) and external (outsider firms, neutral research centres, societal pressure groups) actors.
This allows to state clear long term expectations (project vision) being dynamically managed.
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Conclusion
Servitisation impacts the entire value chain while the product becomes part of the offering.
This is an incentive for the provider to add related services to its product offering and lock the
costumer into a long-term relationship. Improved knowledge through better insight of product
use specify that integrated solutions are a lasting source for differentiation, as they are less easy
to copy.
This archetype has the potential to change patterns, in particular by reducing the need for
product ownership. In addition, it may incentivise manufacturers to develop products that last
longer and design for upgradability and reparability, potentially reducing resource use.
Product Service Systems has the potential to enhance the competitiveness as well as the
customer satisfaction. As INSPIRE is aimed at making Europe more competitive and enable
value chains to be more customer-driven, this business model has the potential in achieving
this target. Through the better use of the product that will probably lead to less returns, waste,
and repair, the environmental impact is also supposed to be reduced. When an “integrated”
product and service provider manages the needs of the customer throughout the life cycle of
the product via coordinating activities across the value chain, the flexibility will also be
improved. Specifically, innovation flexibility through the coordination and integration of
different parties, and feedstock flexibility by being less dependent on new/virgin materials, and
product/service flexibility by the ability to offer different product&service combinations
quickly will be enhanced.
Evaluating the overall impact on the business model based on the literature and the limited
amount of cases investigated in the process (mainly chemical) industries in this INSPIRE study,
we can see a significant Degree of Change (DoC) in the value proposition (service instead of
product) and as a consequence in the supply side part of the Polfree canvas model.
The predicted estimated changes, exposed to the subjective nature of the assessment by the
consortium partners, are summarised in the following table below, and visualised in the picture
below.
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Polfree
Supply Side

Canvas
Key partners

Resources

Activities

Value proposition
Demand side Relations

Channels

Segments

DoC (0-5) Explanation
4
Often strategic partnerships (ie joint ventures) with
other value chain partners required to deliver integrated
product and service
2
May have impact on innovation in resource use (focus
8 on less resource use for delivering the function
(service).
2
Activities are in principle the, only joint delivery of
product and service (single point of contact for client)
and more coordination
5
Change of the value proposition and related contract
5
types is the core change in this business model.
3
Much stronger direct customer relations and
involvement of the “supplier” in delivering (or taking
over) the function previously carried out by the client
2
Similar, just possibly single point of contact for the
5
client instead of multiple suppliers of product and
service
0
Additional and tailored services can be added for
specific customers

Overall, at the moment we see a major impact on the value chain collaborations and business
model in the value proposition and partner structure in the demand side, especially where joint
ventures or strategic partnerships are created to deliver the product-service combination. If the
“supplier” takes over a function which is previously implemented under the responsibility of
the client, an impact can be seen on the demand side in the change of “relationship”. This
situation is visualised in the figure below.
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Recommendations
To increase user orientation activities the characteristic of servitisation development requires
involvement of the customers in the co- creation of servitisation value. To thoroughly
understand customer needs and meet customer expectations the technologies involved may
require additional knowledge. This will be explored in WP2.
The level or potential for adoption in the different process industries (chemicals, steel, cement,
ceramics etc.) is at the moment not cleat to the INSPIRE consortium. This will be further
investigated in WP3. The preservation of confidentiality when monitoring sensitive data and
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legal obstacles concerning liability will have to be further investigated in order to provide a
‘base case’ scenario in WP3. An in-depth assessment of servitisation models will allow to
provide the relevant factors that have impact on the successful adoption, implementation and
diffusion of opportunities for selling outcomes, rather than products.
Taking these into account, WP4 will provide the mechanisms to design a decision support tool
to test the effectiveness and robustness of a transition for servitisation.
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Reuse - sustainability
Optimisation of resources consumption in the process industry is a key element in its focus on
competitiveness. All process industries pay significant attention to producing “more with less”
and save resources by innovating their process technologies (e.g. for example through process
intensification in the chemical industry, new microwave technologies for heating, by new
materials in furnaces or by more efficient steels mills etc.). Whereas business models largely
stay the same in these innovations, this is not the case with the important trend to manage
resource streams in collaboration between industries based on novel advanced energy and
resource management concepts. Reuse and sustainability optimizes both input and reuse of raw
materials, energy and water streams in a synergetic way. They require cross-sectorial
collaboration based on the principles of the Circular Economy as well as innovative advances
towards appropriate technologies, processes and products and demands intelligent designs of
processes and business models to increase energy, resource and/or carbon-neutral efficiencies.
For this section we studied the following industry cases by means of interviews and document
analysis: (Cases in bold represent research business models).
Interviews:
4 Al recycling via collaborative supply chain
18 MOBILE FLIP
20 REEFEU
21 RESYNTEX
40 Smart Delta Resource (SDR) platform

56 Waste2Aromatics
52 Polymer Building-Blocks
58 Steel2Chemicals
nNr. Converting EOL plastic packaging

Summary of scientific review: Reuse and Sustainability refers to the concept of the Circular
Economy (CE) and is based on the idea of eco-industrial development (EID), which has
become widely spread in both, the academic and real world. This idea brings a new approach
to current developments, giving the chance of healthy economy and environmental health to
coexist (M. Chertow, «Industrial Symbiosis: Literature and Taxonomy» Annual Review of
Energy and the Environment, nº 25 ). Until recently, the CE idea was a mere concept and not
really as practical or applied in the real world (F. Lüdeke-Freund, Towards a conceptual
framework of business models for sustainability, Leuphana University of Lüneburg, 2010).
Nowadays however, re-use and recycling starts making important inroads in our western
society, with multiple examples of municipal waste collection and recycling, recycling of
industrial waste and even turning side streams from one industry into a resource for another
i.e. industrial symbiosis (e.g. residual heat and CO2 from fertiliser industries to glass houses,
waste heat from industries for office heating etc.).
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In recent years, the practices related to sustainable development, cleaner production, and green
and sustainable supply chain management have risen, with the goal to create a more
environmental-driven way of thinking to change the current business models. This new
proposition tries to integrate the production and consumption processes with the environmental
concerns, to reduce the negative consequences of today’s business models (D. Ness,
«Sustainable urban infrastructure in China: Towards a Factor 10 improvement in resource
productivity through integrated infrastructure systems» International Journal of
Sustainable Development and World Ecology, vol. 15, nº 4). The Ellen Macarthur Foundation
(EMF) describes the concept of the Circular Economy as “an industrial economy that is
restorative by intention” aiming to “enable effective flows of materials, energy, labour and
information so that natural and social capital can be rebuilt” (EMF, «Towards the Circular
Economy: Economic and business rationale for an accelerated transition,» The Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2012). Under this definition, the role of the consumer is critical, as is
the post-consumer (or post-use) waste material that needs to be recovered and fed back to the
original economic activities (i.e. production) to “restore the original material sources” and
reduce to zero the amount of new materials required for the development of these economic
activities (B. Mentink, Circular Business Model Innovation, Delft University of Technology,
2014). The simplest but more precise definition of CE is given by Bas, who defines “A circular
economy is an economic system with closed material loops” (B. Mentink, Circular Business
Model Innovation, Delft University of Technology, 2014). By this definition, it’s easy to
understand that it requires “closed material loops” as a prerequisite, implying materials that
can be reused again (as raw material, part of the product, components, etc.) (EMF, «Towards
the Circular Economy: Economic and business rationale for an accelerated transition» The
Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2012), facilitating the economic activities related to it, such as
refurbishment, recycling, separation, etc. According to the report by the World Economic
Forum (WEF), it is important to recuperate the value of the product when it comes to the end
of its life-cycle (World Economic Forum, «World Economic Forum,» 2017). The importance
of the closed loops in the CE then becomes critical, as it plays a key role in the production,
distribution and consumption of goods and services; these provide an opportunity to all the
different actors involved, to recycle and reuse any material along any part of the product
development, as well as giving a new added value to a product by repurpose or refurbishing
the product for another use cycle (EMF, Towards the Circular Economy. Opportunities for the
Consumer Goods Sector (Vol. 2)., The Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013).
As Circular economy tries to reach “workable relationships between ecological systems and
economic growth, it is not just concerned with the reduction of the use of the environment as a
sink for residuals but rather with the creation of self-sustaining production systems in which
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materials are used over and over again”( A. Genovese, A. A. Acquaye, A. Figueroa y S. L.
Koh, «Sustainable supply chain management and the transition towards a circular economy:
Evidence and some applications,», 2017) In the figure down it’s possible to compare the
circular business model and semi-circular models with the current traditional non-circular (or
linear) model. The largest difference is in how the products’ life cycle will be affected by
changing the current business models from linear to a circular.

Figure 19: A system with circular, semi-circular and non-circular (linear) business models (Mentink, 2014)

In the CE, companies will have to think differently because the measurement of profitability
changes as the business model changes; it means, the initial cost and the price of a product
could be higher as it needs to consider and include the reuse of the product after the end of its
first life (F. Van Houten, Interviewee, Business Model innovation in the circular economy,
2016).
Flexibility will increase as the number of sources of raw materials can increase by sharing
materials with different companies and industries, where all can take a part of what they require
and use it in their own processes. By doing this, they will be sharing the risks, reducing the cost
of the product and increasing the sustainable processes (P. Ghisellini, C. Cialani y S. Ulgiati,
«A review on circular economy: the expected transition to a balanced interplay of
environmental and economic systems,» Journal of Cleaner Production, nº 114, 2016).
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According to Wrinkler, “the adoption of a circular economy program entails that a company
carries out different strategies to improve the circularity of its production system and,
cooperates with other companies over the supply chain for the achievement of a more effective
circular pattern”. Ghisellini et al introduce the idea of “promoting the adoption of closing-theloop production patterns within an economic system CE”, as it would “aim to increase the
efficiency of resource use, with special focus on urban and industrial waste, to achieve a better
balance and harmony between economy, environment and society” (Ghisellini, Cialani, &
Ulgiati, 2016).

Description of the archetype
Traditionally, corporate sustainability is dealing with how to meet regulatory, marketing, or
public goals while trying to minimize impacts on cost. They then use indirect increases in
revenue, market value, or corresponding complexity reduction to justify the cost. Waste which
has long represented a cost centre in this approach nowadays is being more and more presented
as a (possible) profit centre. From this emerging reuse – sustainability a multitude of new
business models are arising referring to circular economy. Each of them demonstrate how there
are many profitable ways to turn “trash” into an income and simultaneously be sustainable. The
idea is to do all of this while benefiting the environment. For businesses that hope to achieve
zero waste goals, this means figuring out how to divert waste from industrial side-streams or
landfills for end-of-life materials, by converting it into marketable products. If the revenue to
be made from waste can exceed the cost of conversion, then the waste stream can become a
profit centre. This becomes possible through the use of today’s “smart” waste technologies,
which allow businesses to profit threefold by 1) selling the materials they 2) used to pay to
dispose of, while 3) contributing to save the planet’s resources from being wasted. Different
circular business models like circular supplies, resource recovery, industrial symbiosis, sharing
platforms or servitization can generate resource productivity improvements and close loops.
Due to the interest for the process industry and the relevant impact on the business models, the
INSPIRE project focuses on industrial symbiosis as a main business model archetype to be
further investigated.
To actually establish a new industrial symbiosis, partner trust is a well-known significant
factors followed by the logical economic benefits. Modularisation and servitization (can) play
an important role as well and impacts this business model archetype. The task of
collecting/capturing and valorisation valuable side streams into resources, can be seen as a
separate dedicated function in the modularised value chain with a potential to be exploited by
dedicated (recycling) organisations which may apply a servitization business model to exploit
– what is currently still seen as – waste.
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Impact on the value chain
In the circular economy, the concept of ‘waste’ is eliminated by turning waste streams into
useful and valuable inputs for other production processes and making better use of underutilised capacity. This clearly has an impact on the value chain configuration, creating
completely new “circular” collaborations - or at least resource streams.
The circular business model archetype impacts not only the value chain collaboration element,
but certainly also the resources element in the business model canvas. Energy and resource
efficient applications both in the process industry itself as well as in other parts of the value
chain will contribute to the development of advanced materials (with less CO2 and energy
footprint) that are needed to address complex societal challenges. On the other hand, new
sustainable (advanced) materials will help the process industry itself to develop more energy
and resource efficient processes (i.e. energy storage materials, materials for high temperature
processes). LOCIMAP analysis for example shows that extended cross-sector integration can
save well over the target set by EU and SPIRE for the energy intensive industries. Additional
benefits include reduction of CO2 emissions and landfilling, as well as creation of new business
and jobs and increased profitability.
Capturing and revalorising energy, water and materials that are currently discarded creates new
resources stream for the process and manufacturing industry. The Waste2Aromatics and
Steel2Chemicals projects provide relevant examples currently still in the research phase. The
first shows how sugar-rich biomass from heterogeneous waste streams could be turned into
chemicals (furans) using i) Superheated steam (SHS) technology or ii) Bi-phasic reactor (BPR)
technology. The latter shows how waste gases (CO and H2) can be used to produce syngas and
waste based Naptha as a drop-in chemical to produce polymers. Multiple examples are
emerging showing the potential of this business model archetype to create new feedstock types
based on waste, contributing to feedstock flexibility as well as environmental benefits (reduced
CO2 impact) by providing an alternative for petrochemical feedstock. In other cases – e.g. in
the REE4EU case –recycling of (critical) raw materials such as Rare Earths from waste are
being targeted to secure supply for European industries. Currently in the Rare Earth related
value chains, almost all of the Rare Earths (REE) are being imported for European
manufacturers of REE based products. Recycling of critical raw materials is recognised by the
EIP-Raw Materials as an essential pillar to mitigate the supply risk for a range of innovative
applications and clean technologies.
A large number of functions need to be delivered in the value chain to “close the loops”, turn
“waste” into resources and create new businesses based on this “waste”. As illustrated in the
following image from the recently concluded H2020 New-INNONET (source PNO) which was
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focused on plastic packaging, electronic and end-of-life automotive waste, multiple process
steps and potentially organisations need to engage in the business model archetype.

Figure 20: Description of the operations, actors and products in the waste value chain (PRO = Product Responsibility
Organisation; ATF = Authorised Treatment Facility; WM = Waste Management)

It is clear that introducing the circularity, immediately introduces new players in the supply
chain. Depending on the case, these may be waste management companies and treatment
facilities, that make a business in turning waste into a resource stream. In various case studied
by the INSPIRE consortium, current waste collection and management companies take-on new
roles to create higher value added materials from “waste”. In the RESYNTEX project for
instance we see that a company like SOEX is currently collecting textile waste, 60% of which
goes to reuse, 30% goes through mechanical recycling (is made into towels for industrial use)
or sent to African countries, and 10% is dumped in landfills or incinerated. They are now
looking into increasing the value of the collected textile waste by applying new technologies
and break down the textile into higher value added materials such as cellulose for biofuels,
polyester for fibres, polyamide for producing HMDA used as material for lightweight vehicles.
In REE4EU companies like STENA recycling are looking into business models to collect, treat
and revalorise highly valuable raw materials such as neodymium from magnets from multiple
applications such as automotive engines, mobile phones and windmills, where currently these
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rare-earth materials are being imported in Europe. In the MOBILE FLIP project new mobile
treatment unit are considered for transformation of agro-waste into pellets for fuel, soil
enhancement and various other applications. Clearly a Multiple examples are emerging
showing change of roles of waste management companies into feedstock suppliers and the
entering of new type of players and suppliers in existing value chains.
Other examples, like Smart Delta Resources, show how platform organisations play a role in
facilitating industrial symbiosis as an intermediary organisation between industries e.g. in an
industrial park. Often industries lack a feel of ownership where it concerns turning their side
streams into resources for others. Especially where new infrastructures (e.g. pipelines, storage
facilities) and services (e.g. management and administration of waste to resource process) need
to be set-up, intermediary organisations can play a role, entering another player in the value
chain. Towards the future one could imagine further platform concepts which are based on
digitalisation and mapping of resource streams, to foster and manage industrial symbiosis
projects. The SPIRE MATCHBOX project investigates this concept further. The INSPIRE
consortium will interact with the key players to analyse its impact on this business model
archetype in the next project phases.
Finally, closing the materials look may not be fully economically sustainable based on private
business cases only. As major stakeholder in realising the Circular Economy, public
organisations such as regional or national governments may intervene to create the right
framework (legislation) and market conditions (e.g. incentives), adding another value chain
player to this complex business model archetype.
Business cases are however, not always evident yet, establishing a current bottleneck for
industrial Symbiosis. In order for the Circular Economy to fully take-off and new business
models to flourish within Industrial Symbiosis, we have to consider the possibility that publicsector organisations – at least for now – may be an important, if not essential partners in the
circular economy value chain and business models.

Key assets - technology involved
The key assets and technologies involved in enabling Industrial Symbiosis are related to the
different functions indicated in figure in 5.4.2. Valorisation of side-streams clearly requires
separation technologies, collection (organizations), (pre) treatment, transformation and (re)
integration into production processes, irrespective of whether it concerns energy, water or
material resources.
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Organizational assets are considered essential as well, enabling and facilitating industrial
organisations to share resources across industrial boundaries. Often facilitators at industrial
parks establish a key asset to make Industrial Symbiosis possible. Well organized industrial
parks may actually use available facilities and services to enable and manage industrial
symbiosis as a unique selling point to attract industries and stimulate investment decisions for
establishing their plant where the best conditions are available.
As ICT evolves from optimization and data sharing toward community-building, this also is an
essential technology supporting industrial symbiosis. Digital links between plants will be key
to the widespread adoption of industrial symbiosis, for instance ensuring that “waste” flows of
resources and energy from one process are appropriately delivered in a timely manner to other
processes and can be used as “raw materials” for value added operations. “Digital technologies
and data flows will be essential to a truly circular economy”(suschem.org). Also, potentially
multisided platforms will be necessary to foster and enable the exchange of resources between
a multitude of different players.
Innovative business models are also a key asset and play an essential role in making sure that
all partners involved will benefit from Industrial Symbiosis i.e. industries “providing” waste
streams, organisations enabling transformation of waste into resource, and industries re-using
this waste as a resource.

Case study – Waste2Aromatics
In the future production of polymer building blocks from biomass is potentially more
economical than from fossil oil. Waste2Aromatics (W2A) concentrates on conversion of
biomass into intermediates (furanes). These intermediates can be converted to aromats and then
be used as polymer building blocks. This results in turning biodegradable waste, nappies,
compost and sieving material from wastewater into valuable raw materials for the chemical
industry bringing the circular economy and the commercial production of cost-competitive bioaromatics significantly closer. Aromatics are one of the main feedstocks of the chemical
industry, constituting 40% of the total market. Currently, these are exclusively produced from
fossil sources, generating considerable CO2 emissions (source: Waste2Aromatics project, from
the Biorizon Shared Research Centre).
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As waste processing companies are looking for outlets to valuate waste streams, manufacturers
of end product want to produce green products for their customers. This requires a green
production chain. W2A therefore enables greener supply chains with a reduction of the CO2
footprint by using renewable sources while fossil oil is replaced by biomass. W2A enables
Industrial Symbiosis of the waste industry with the aromats producing industry. The case
demonstrates the interaction between different archetypes i.e. a decentralised production from
fossil oil to (partly) biomass.
A lot of process innovation, to gain valuable molecules from biomass in an efficient way,
however is still needed to make the processes sufficiently efficient. This concerns in particular
the technology involved hence converting biomass into intermediates for aromatics by using
steam or a biphasic reactor (BPR). In addition there is a need to define e.g. capacity flexibility
(because the availability of waste streams is variable over time), feedstock flexibility (because
waste streams have different composition) and location flexibility to reduce the volume of
biomass locally and to prevent transformation of biomass over time.
In the future production of polymer building blocks from biomass is potentially more
economical than from fossil oil. However a lot of innovation is still needed to make processes
sufficiently efficient.

Case study - Multisided Platform
A multisided platform is a business approach that basically serves as a brokering facility for
supply and demand. From perspective of supply it aggregates and provides access to the market
and from demand side supply can be sourced from various suppliers. The consequence is that
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businesses on either side of the platform can be simpler, e.g. it can be used to ‘connect’
decentral production to a local or global market. The digital control loops business model uses
ICT and IoT to monitor and improve certain operations, remotely.
Although the availability of information and digital connectedness are key drivers of such
business model, it's true challenge lies in attracting critical levels of acceptance from both
suppliers and demanders to obtain so called network effects. The business case for multisided
platform business models is essentially the aggregation of supply and demand. The platform
acts as the 'hub' for finding the right supply - and for suppliers to get access to 'the market'. In
this sense a platform, with substantial scale, can fulfil an essential function in the supply
network, and as such, it allows for smaller scale, decentralized, production to participate
without having to invest e.g. in the relations that form the 'market'. From demand side, the
availability of supply potentially in different locations, qualities, prices etc. provides cost
saving, security of supply, increased quality, contribution to sustainability etc. Platforms
provide 'supply chain flexibility'. Linking to this model 'simplifies' both supply and demand
operations. These benefits only apply if the platform reaches sufficient scale (on all sides).
Platforms are enablers for a quite generically applicable business model concepts with a lot of
advantages. However, there are also some drawbacks. The first is to achieve sufficient scale in
both supply and demand. Secondly, too many platforms 'paralyzes' the matching of supply and
demand. Furthermore, both supply and demand sides must connect, potentially in a digital way,
to the platform and accustom their individual business models. Trends to vertically integrate
(typical for large incumbent producers) is a competitive threat to a platform business model.

Current adoption rate
Several examples can be given of local or regional Industrial Symbiosis programmes and
initiatives. As summarised in a previous (not-funded) SPIRE project proposal by PNO in
collaboration with amongst others International Synergies, Sofies, Kalundborg e.a. the
following overview has been given.
The most well-known of these networks is located in Kalundborg, Denmark, but many exist
across the globe. The systematic use of the Industrial Symbiosis concept was coined in
Kalundborg several decades ago, but is still not common practise in most industrial parks.
Another IS example implemented at the national level, the UK National IS Programme
(NISP), is a private sector initiative delivered in the UK under government contract from 20052013. NISP identifies and facilitates the IS implementation between its member companies so
that previously unused or discarded resources are recovered, reprocessed and reused by other
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industries. Between April 2005 and March 2013 NISP generated significant financial,
environmental and social benefits in return for public investment. The results achieved through
NISP now provide a robust evidence base to support the role of industrial symbiosis in helping
businesses improve profitability, commercial competitiveness and environmental performance.
An example of regional Industrial Symbiosis is the project developed around the Geneva
region in Switzerland. The Canton and Republic of Geneva is active in industrial park
management since 2001 when Industrial Ecology was introduced as a legal basis in the Agenda
21 law. An Advisory Board for Industrial Ecology and Industrial Symbiosis implementation
(Ecosite) was established, involving six government agencies in a collaborative approach: the
Geneva Region Government agencies for sustainable development, economic development,
public buildings, energy and waste treatment, as well as the "Foundation for industrial land
(FTI)" – which manages most of the industrial areas in the region. Between 2004 and 2010,
the Ecosite working group actively collaborated with 32 companies to identify opportunity for
innovative resource management solutions, leading to recommendations on the management
of raw materials, water and energy, and the identification of concrete industrial symbiosis
opportunities. Several companies have become involved in district heating networks, thanks to
innovative business models. Territorial energy planning concepts including IS identification
are implemented in each industrial area.
An example of both local and regional Industrial Symbiosis is the project developed at the
Port Autonome de Strasbourg in France, initiated by the Port Authority and the city of
Strasbourg in 2013, with the support of Sofies and Idée Alsace (a regional business
association). The project involves 20+ companies and consists in the identification of 24
Industrial Symbiosis and the implementation of 7 of them representing a large gain in CO2
and economic value.
Hence, at all levels in Europe—local, regional, national, and EU—industrial symbiosis is
increasingly seen as a strategic tool for resource efficiency, innovation and competitiveness,
green growth, and economic development. Since 2009, industrial symbiosis has been
incorporated into policy and recommendations across DGs. In parallel with gaining substantial
policy and research support at the EU level, industrial symbiosis has made strides in many
Member States in the last 5-10 years. Industrial symbiosis related awareness raising and
implementation activities are known to the INSPIRE consortium in at least 20 of the 28 EU
Member States. Facilitated programs in at least 15 countries are engaging well over 20,000
organisations in industrial symbiosis, and various others are self-directing activity. Industrial
symbiosis is clearly on the rise across Europe and the globe.
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Nevertheless, mainstream uptake of industrial symbiosis continues to evade us. Of the 26
million active enterprises in Europe, (Eurostat Business Demography, accessed January 2017)
less than 0.1% are known to be active in industrial symbiosis. Much work has been done to
document the barriers to mainstream engagement. The widespread adoption of new industrial
symbiosis opportunities – known as synergies – is often impacted by a range of barriers and
enablers: regulatory and policy, commercial, technological, informational and
organisational/governance.
Whereas the key driver for adoption of Industrial Symbiosis should come from economically
sustainable business cases, an important role can be played by local, regional, national and
European government organisations to stimulate the take-up. There are a range of actions
through which regions and cities can directly and indirectly support and promote industrial
symbiosis: (source: Interreg Europe – Policy Learning Platform – Environment and Resource
Efficiency, Policy brief, Industrial symbiosis):
 Application of economic and regulatory instruments
Several economic and regulatory instruments introduced by regional and local
authorities can drive industrial symbiosis indirectly, through favouring higher and
penalising lower waste hierarchy options. Examples include relatively high landfill and
incineration taxes, pay-as-you-throw schemes, local landfill bans of various waste
streams (e.g. on organic waste), targeted economic incentives.
 Development of cooperation platforms
The establishment of cooperation platforms can bridge the co-operation and
coordination deficit between the suppliers of the production residuals, the potential
clients of these residuals and the providers of know- how and technology. Such
platforms may help provide potential markets with minimum required scale and scope
of industrial symbiosis arrangements, as well as knowledge. The services provided by
cooperation platforms can include offering support in ‘material scans’ and
matchmaking for SMEs; providing industrial symbiosis-related technical trainings on
the valorisation of material streams; and providing support in securing funding
mechanisms.
 Establishment of eco-industrial parks
Regional and local authorities can also take initiative to bring together relevant actors
and establish eco-industrial parks with an overall aim to promote industrial symbiosis.
 Identification and invitation of potential investors
The authorities can undertake a targeted research for potential investors that could make
use of a certain by-product available in the area.
 Generation of market demand
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As consumers, local authorities can generate market demand for certain material and
energy flows (e.g. biogas that is used in transportation).

Conclusion
Reuse and industrial symbiosis can be key factors in the realization of a low carbon economy
and the development of a circular economy. Examples of collaborative consumption
approaches being used to radically reduce material throughput are emerging. Actions to directly
and indirectly support and promote industrial symbiosis are the application of economic and
regulatory instruments, the development of cooperation platforms, the establishment of
eco-industrial parks and identification and invitation of potential investors. In parallel
plant engineers and operators will need to develop the capabilities of digital technology for
process optimisation, control, smart data applications and plant maintenance.
Evaluating the overall impact on the business model based on the literature and the cases
investigated in the process industries in this INSPIRE study, we can see a significant Degree
of Change (DoC) in the resources (waste as a resource) in the supply side and collaborations
(relations) in the demand side part of the Polfree canvas model. As stated before, the impact
was been exposed to the subjective nature of the assessment by the consortium partners based
on desktop studies and the conducted interviews. The predicted estimated changes are
summarised in the following table below, and visualised in the picture below.
Polfree
Supply Side

Canvas
Key partners

Resources
Activities

Value proposition

Demand side Relations
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DoC (0-5) Explanation
4
Partners in the main value chain remain the same, be it
that new partners e.g. waste recyclers and government
may be playing an essential role as a new player in the
resources value chain.
5
The key difference in Industrial Symbiosis Business
13
Models is the change of resource towards “waste”
4
New activities are needed to extract, collect, (pre) treat
and re-introduce waste as a resource in the production
process(es)
3
The overall value proposition of process and
manufacturing industries remain the same. However
3
new players like recyclers may propose new crossindustry business models and VPs.
4
Potentially much stronger relations with neighbouring
8
industries to share and jointly manage resources in case
of industrial symbiosis
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Channels

2

Segments

2

Key channels for the process and manufacturing
industries remain the same. For recycling companies
new channels. Multidsided platforms would
dramatically change this, but still in its very early
stages,
New market segments for recycling companies

Overall, at the moment we see the most important impact on the value chain collaborations and
partner structure in the demand side, especially where waste management companies take on
new roles to turn waste from one industry into resource for another. This situation is visualised
in the figure below.
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This strong link of Industrial Symbiosis to the supply side i.e. local ecosystems of
infrastructure, platforms and services as well as the (local) available of resources (from waste)
seems to establish a counter balance against delocalisation trends.
Recommendations
Trust, facilitation, digital links between plants and innovative cross-industrial business models
will be key to the widespread adoption of industrial symbiosis, ensuring that “waste” flows of
resources and energy from one process are appropriately delivered in a timely manner to other
processes and can be used as “raw materials” for value added operations.
Various contextual conditions will need to be investigated to assess the deployment path and
roadmap for the mainstreaming of Industrial Symbiosis. A recent call for SPIRE 13 will finance
another CSA study to look into the “Potential of Industrial Symbiosis in Europe”. INSPIRE
intends to establish links with this project to investigate the conditions for stimulating further
adoption, as a base for deepening the analyses of enabling technologies (WP2), potential
business model innovations (WP3) and for designing new business models and deployment
roadmaps (WP 4).
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Conclusion and next steps
Five macro trends are driving disruption and enormous transformation: Digitalisation, (fast)
Customisation, (resources) Optimisation, Servitisation and Modularisation. These trends
are often interacting and reinforcing each other in reshaping the process and manufacturing
sector and its business models. Based in literature search validated with case studies and field
interviews we categorise business processes with similarities according an updated
classification according four major archetypes i.e. Decentralised or modular production,
Customized mass production, Servitisation and Reuse / Sustainability.
1. A ‘decentralised or modular production system’ allows quick response and scale
flexibly where production units operate in a complementary part of the value chain.
Capacity and location flexibility can be seen in different studied cases. Thanks to new
communication opportunities made possible by digitalisation it becomes much easier
than before to detach individual parts of the value chain. Digitalisation can be seen in
all cases as an enabler for new communication between entities of a production process
in which engineering goes together with product and process development as well as
the supply chain development.
2. MC is a strategic mechanism used in different businesses with the aim to for align the
business with its customers’ needs. MC combines the manufacturing of individualized
goods at mass-production costs. MC enriches therefore the existing business.
3. Servitisation impacts the entire value chain while the product becomes part of the
offering. This is an incentive for the provider to add related services to its product
offering and lock the costumer into a long-term relationship. Improved knowledge
through better insight of product use specify that integrated solutions are a lasting
source for differentiation, as they are less easy to copy.
4. Reuse and industrial symbiosis can be key factors in the realization of a low carbon
economy and the development of a circular economy. Actions to directly and indirectly
support and promote industrial symbiosis are the application of economic and
regulatory instruments, the development of cooperation platforms, the establishment of
eco-industrial parks and identification and invitation of potential investors. In parallel
plant engineers and operators will need to develop the capabilities of digital technology
for process optimisation, control, smart data applications and plant maintenance.
The different archetypes present overlapping features. Parallel with the development of the
next WPs additional interviews have been scheduled. Since the list of Business Cases presented
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in D1.1 and updated in this report is considered as a ‘living work document’ this list always
can be adapted based on progressing insight in Business model and Supply Chain
reconfigurations in the Process and Manufacturing Industry.
The preliminary assessment on the trends gives some first indications of how these business
model archetypes impact on delocalisation and flexibility. As these trends are highly dependent
from how technologies develop further, also the outcome of WP 2 will have to be included in
order to develop and validate novel business models in WP3.
The next steps are to assess in WP2 in detail which technologies are enablers for each of the
four archetypes and to investigate the impact of these technologies on flexibility, business value
and sustainability. The study of the scalability of the model, i.e. to what extent can the model
achieve substantial uptake and impact for the European Industry, is central.
Due to the pragmatic approach some tasks as described in WP1 i.e. the analysis of the impact
on delocalization, factors that favour or bottlenecks to reach flexibilisation and delocalisation,
will be assessed in the next phase for specific identified business models. Together with the
technological assessment the development of base case business models will be possible to
perform in WP3 integrating characteristics of the envisaged application context(s), the
applicants and the technologies that enable the concept (flexibility or local eco-innovation).
This will provide companies considering flexibility with a concrete view on what the shift
towards this new business model entails. As a result, WP 4 will provide a guideline for
deployment of these models and identifying future research needs.
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Interviews
Name

Comment

Biotech
BTG-BGT Bioliquids
CW Netherlands
DANI S.p.A
ES
FRDQ
Fuenix
Functional Molecule Production
LOGICON
Morandi
Natural Machines
OCI Nitrogen
P&G
PRINT3DGIT
Proton Ventures
PV
REE4EU
Resyntex
RS
SDR Smart Delta Resources
Solvay
TaBaChem
VIBRAM
Waste2Aromatics

Implantable chips and drug devise Servitisation
Pyrolysis Oil Plant
Modular production
Remotely rework product
Modular production
Tannerie
MC
3D Food printing
MC
Logistic collaboration platform
Digitasiation
EOL package to feedstock petrochemistry
Re-Use Sus
Bio Economy
Modular production
Collaborative servicing platform
Digitasiation
Shoe manufacturing
MC
3D Printing
MC
Bio Economy
Modular production
FMCG
Digitasiation
3D Printing
MC
Bio Economy
Modular production
Small scale Ammonia Equipment
Modular production
Recovery REEs
Re-Use Sus
Bio recovery of textile waste
Re-Use Sus
Electrolysis chemical production
Modular production
Collaboration industries
Re-Use Sus
Small scale hydrogen peroxyde plant Modular production
Chemical leasing
Servitisation
Soles production
MC
Bio Economy
Re-Use Sus
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